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ABSTRACT 

Chemical mechanical polishing (CMP) is a planarization process that produces high 

quality surfaces both locally and globally. It is one of the key process steps during fabrication 

of very large scale integrated (VLSI) chips in integrated circuit (IC) manufacturing. High and 

reliable wafer yield is critical in the CMP process; it is dependent upon uniformity of material 

removal rate across the entire wafer. 

The focus on this research is the development of control algorithm for CMP process. 

Wafer-scale and die-scale models are the two scales used in this study. To achieve 

improvement in wafer yield, three control strategies are formulated with greedy algorithm, 

method heuristic and non-linear programming in this wafer-scale. The simulation results 

show that average wafer yield from genetic algorithm is improved, compared to greedy 

algorithm. Moreover, average wafer yield from non-linear programming is also improved, 

compared to greedy algorithm. 

At die-scale, a comprehensive control algorithm is developed based on the MRR 

equations with interface pressure as a control parameter. The interface pressure is varied 

spatially and/or temporally across the die. In this concept, three control strategies are 

developed and studied. The strategies are included spatial pressure control, spatial and 

temporal pressure control, and look-ahead scheduled pressure control. The simulation results 

of these three strategies show improvement in the upper surface uniformity; however, look-

ahead scheduled pressure control seems to be the promising algorithm. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION TO CHEMICAL MECHANICAL 

PLANARIZATION (CMP) 

1.1. Introduction 

Planarization technology is one of the prime process steps during the fabrication of 

ultra-large scale integrated / very large-scale integrated (ULSI/VLSI) chips in integrated 

circuit (IC) manufacturing. The chemical mechanical planarization (CMP) process has 

emerged to be the most promising because of its demonstrated capability to provide better 

local and global planarization of wafer surfaces (Steigerwald et al. [25]) and its ability to 

planarize over longer length scales than traditional planarization techniques. Beside inter 

level dielectric (ILD) and inter-metal dielectric (IMD) planarization (Luo and Dornfeld, 

[12]), CMP has also found applications in the copper damascene process, and shallow trench 

isolation (e.g., Kaanta et al. [10], Kranenberg and Woerlee [11]). 

CMP consists of a chemical process and a mechanical process being performed 

together to reduce height variation across a dielectric region. The chemical effects are the 

chemical reactions between the slurry and the wafer surface, which change the solubility and 

mechanical properties of the wafer surface, while mechanical processes are affected by the 

interface pressure, the rotational speed of the pad and the wafer, and viscosity of the slurry 

(Chen and Lee [3]). The Preston equation (Preston [17]) summarizes the material removal 

rate (MRR) as 

-j- - KPPV [1] 
at 

Where, dH/dt is the MRR per unit surface area, 

P is interface pressure, 
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V is relative velocity between wafer and polishing pad, and 

Kp is the Preston coefficient. 

A schematic diagram of the CMP process is shown in Figure 1.1. In general, a CMP 

machine uses orbital, circular and lapping motions. The wafer with size (diameter) ranging 

from 4 inches to 12 inches is held on a rotating carrier or wafer carrier, while the face being 

polished is pressed against a polishing pad attached to a rotating platen disk. Then the slurry 

with nano-scale abrasive particles and special chemicals that flows between the wafer and the 

pad is used as the chemical abrasive (Luo and Dornfeld [12]). CMP can be carried out on 

metals as well as on oxides. 

Figure 1.1. Illustration of the CMP process. 

Good wafer planarity, both local and global, is essential for the dimensional accuracy 

required at subsequent lithography stages of wafer manufacture. On a global scale, the 

Wafer carrie: 

Patterned 
wafer 

Down force Polishing pad 

Wafer 
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within wafer non-uniformity (WIWNU) is required to be within 200 nm across a 200 mm 

wafer. Even tighter tolerances become necessary as the wafer size increases and line width 

decreases (Byrne et al. [2]). 

There are two main concerns when considering global planarity of wafers: 

1. The edge-ring effect, where sharp variation in removal rate is observed near the 

edge of the wafer, and 

2. The less severe variation in removal rate from the center to the periphery of the 

wafer. 

For a typical 300 mm (diameter) wafer, a 3 mm wide annular ring along the wafer 

periphery touches about 20% of the chips that represent an annual revenue stream of about $ 

2.7B per year for a single IC fabrication facility. Thus the issue of wafer scale uniformity of 

the MRR has a significant impact on the yield from a wafer and is of critical importance to 

the IC manufacturing community. 

Even though CMP can planarize over longer length scales, pattern density variation 

across a chip leads to large variation in global thickness across the die. For that reason, CMP 

removes local steps but generates global steps as illustrated in Figure 1.2. The initial 

difference in layout pattern density creates a global step height between these two regions 

due to the difference in removal rates before the local patterns are planarized (Ouma [14]). 

The global thickness variation still has a serious impact on subsequent process steps such as 

etching and on multi-level integrated circuits. Because of the depth difference, it is difficult 

to determine a suitable etch time. The global thickness variation also impacts the circuit 

performance such as clock skew (Stine et al. [26]). Thus, global step height formation is a 

significant problem. 
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T = To = 0 

Locally Planarized 

Figure 1.2. Planarization defects due to pattern density variations. 

Wafer-Scale 

Die-Scale 

40 SO 

Figure 1.3. Wafer partitioned into dies. 

The current studies of CMP process has been ranged into three different scales that 

are wafer-scale model, feature / die-scale model, and particle-scale model. Where wafer-
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scale is in the range of 200 - 300 mm, feature / die-scale is in the range of 10 mm and 

particle-scale is in the range of nanometers. However, these particular studies are only 

focused on wafer-scale and die-scale model as shown in Figure 1.3. 

1.2. Chemical Mechanical Planarization Components and Functions 

In CMP process, slurry, polishing pad and wafer carrier are three main components 

with different functions. Components and functions of this CMP are explained in details 

below. 

1.2.1. Slurry 

Slurry is a liquid mixture of abrasives and chemical solution. The chemicals in 

slurry react with wafer surface to weaken the material to be easier for removal, where the 

abrasives act as cutting tools and involving in the repeated plowing action leading to 

material removal of soften surface (Fu [7]). 

In general, abrasives are inorganic oxides. The most commonly used for these 

abrasives are silica (SiOz), alumina (AI2O3) and ceria (CeO%). In addition, to be able to 

achieve consistent polishing, abrasives must be ultra-pure and have nearly uniform size 

and shape. Size of abrasives is in the range of 50 to 200 nm with very tight distribution. 

Two main are the number of active abrasives and the size of active abrasives (Luo and 

Domfeld [12]). 

In chemical solution, water acts as a coolant and also helps removing the abraded 

material out of the polishing system. As mentioned above, the surface of wafer can be 

weakened by using a slurry solution to be a hydrolizer in oxide CMP. It changes a Si-0 

bond to a Si-OH bond that is weaker and easier to remove. Moreover, in metal CMP, the 
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slurry solution acts as an oxidizer to convert metal into metal oxide which is then 

removed by abrasives (Fu [7]). 

1.2.2. Polishing Pad 

Pads have been developed depending on the requirement of CMP. Some are 

focused on the material removal rate while others might be optimized for surface finish. 

Based on their structural characteristics, Cook [4] classified polishing pads as: 

• Felt and polymer impregnated felts 

• Microporous synthetic leathers 

• Filled polymer films 

• Unfilled textured polymer films 

In material removal processes, pad topography and pad properties (Young's 

modulus, poisson ratio, compressibility and viscoelastic properties) play an important 

role. It must be able to hold abrasives and transfer the load to abrasives. During this 

CMP process, pad surface is also planarized in addition to the wafer surface. The abraded 

pad material, abrasive particles and redeposited wafer surface material fill in the pad 

pores, causing glaze. The pad becomes smoother and less abrasive, and requires 

reconditioning. 

1.2.3. Wafer Carrier 

The wafer carrier is a component used to hold the wafer in a certain kinematics 

motion while it is polished. It provides a mechanism, such as vacuum, to keep the wafer 

in place while loading and unloading, and also creates the wafer curvature (fixtured 

curvature a\ ) when loading to minimize within wafer non-uniformity (WIWNU). 
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Furthermore, the wafer carrier prevents the wafer from becoming loose during the 

polishing process using a retainer ring. A retainer ring can be applied with a separate 

load to reduce interface pressure near the wafer edge leading to better wafer surface 

uniformity after the CMP process. In addition, the carrier film at the back of the carrier 

(backing film) should be able to compensate for small amounts of wafer bow or wafer 

tilt. 

1.3. Dissertation Outline 

The first objective of this dissertation is to explain the improvement of global 

planarity and wafer yield, which leads to accurately prediction of the stopping time. This 

model is using three control strategies based on various interface pressures and wafer 

curvatures for a wafer-scale model. It will be developed with practical wafer properties and 

process specifications, and an assumed uniform pattern density across the entire polish span. 

These studies are dependent on many input variables and process specifications as shown in 

Figure 1.4. The yields from these control strategies are studied. 

Based on the effective pattern density in a region and the utilization of the step height 

reduction model developed by Fu et al. [9], the second objective is to explain a control based 

open loop algorithm to obtain uniformity over the pattern dependant non uniform wafer 

surfaces in a die-scale model. The die in the wafer surface is assumed to have n number of 

zones of different heights and different pattern densities. The 2D simulation process is 

applied to track the amount of removal and current step heights for each step. A two-wave 

die-scale model is also formulated. 
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The objectives of this research are to study wafer yield improvement of CMP process 

in wafer-scale model and to obtain uniformity over pattern dependant, non uniform wafer 

surfaces in a die-scale model. This dissertation begins with the background of CMP process 

introduced in chapter 2. Studies on wafer yield improvement in wafer-scale model are then 

explained in chapter 3. Three control strategies for yield improvement are formulated with 

greedy algorithm, method heuristic and non-linear programming along with their simulation 

results. 

Process Specifications 
- Nominal Pressure 
- Velocity 

Outputs 
- Material removal rate 
- Remaining film 

thickness 
- Within wafer 

non-uniformity 
- Within die planarity 

Figure 1.4. Lists of input and output parameters in CMP process. 

A step height reduction model and three control strategies of the die-scale model are 

explained in chapter 4. Comparison results between three control strategies and no control 

strategy are also discussed in this chapter. Chapter 5 discusses further on two-wave die-scale 

model, developed from Fu and Chandra [9], along with simulation results. Discussion, 

conclusion and future works are presented in chapter 6. 

Inputs 
Wafer Properties 
- Wafer radius 
- Wafer dome height 
- Film thickness 
- Die length 
- Die width 

Pad Properties 
- Pad modulus 
- Pad poisson ratio 

CMP 
PROCESS 
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CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND OF CMP PROCESS 

Introducing the mechanics of beam bending, Sivaram et al. [22] investigated wafer 

scale variations on MRR by modifying Preston's equation via varying the contact pressure 

according to the deflection profile. They assume that the section modulus (E*I) for the 

polishing pad is the same or higher than that of the platen; which is usually not the case. 

Runnels and Renteln [21] focus on finite element modeling of the pad deflection and 

investigated wafer edge effects and wafer curvature effects during polishing. They observed 

that the normal pressure was uniform under the wafer except within one millimeter from the 

wafer edge. This does not explain the experimental observations where, a significant 

increase in MRR is observed further (around 5 mm) from the edge of the wafer. 

In a series of papers, Runnels and a colleague ([18], [19] and [20]) have investigated 

the phenomenon of material removal in a CMP process at the feather scale. They focus 

primarily on the effects of slurry flow and its associated fluid dynamics. Runnels and Eyman 

have used the steady-state incompressible Navier-Stoke equation to model the slurry flow at 

the wafer-polishing pad interface. Their model is physically based, but is constructed on 

idealized geometry. The wafer surface is assumed to be smooth and spherical with a large 

radius of curvature, which implies that issues relating to the polishing mechanism and the 

structure of the wafer surface are neglected. The fluid layer thickness and the angle of attack 

between the pad and the wafer are obtained through an iterative procedure satisfying force 

and momentum balance. Motivated by feature scale observations, Runnnels proposes a 

modification to Preston's equation, where the relative velocity, V, is replaced by the 

tangential stress, cr,, on the wafer surface. Runnels's modified equation may be expressed as 
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dH/dt - Ccrn<7t. Where, an and crt represent the local normal and the tangential stresses, 

respectively. 

Assuming solid-solid contact, Wang [28] and Srinivasa-Murthy et al. [24] have also 

investigated the effects of various process parameters on the degree of wafer scale 

nonuniformity. It has been observed that decreasing polishing pad compressibility will 

improve the uniformity of planarization process across the wafer. Sasaki et al. [23] have 

conducted a detailed finite element method (FEM) analysis of the pressure distribution under 

a wafer, and investigated the influences of wafer chamber and retainer ring on the pressure 

distribution (see Figure 2.1). Fu and Chandra [8] derive an analytical solution for the 

normalized interface pressure distribution based on an assumption of an elastic / visco-elastic 

half-space for a pad. It is observed that depending on the wafer curvature and polishing 

conditions, the interface pressure may exhibit significant variation. 

Retainer ring 

Pressure Pressure 

Upper pad 

Lower pad 

Upper pad 

Lower pad 

(a) (b) 

Figure 2.1. FEM model for investigating wafer chamfering (a), and for investigating retainer 
ring (b). 

In the present work, the lower pad stiffness (compared to platen) is accommodated by 

treating the wafer pad contact as the indentation of a rigid indenter on an elastic half-space 

(Eamkajornsiri et al. [6]). The spatial variation of the interface pressure profile is 
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incorporated into the Preston equation to obtain the spatial distribution of the MRR. This 

model accurately reflects the observed experimental variations in MRR over several 

millimeters from the wafer edge. 

The wafer-scale model is used as a basis for simulating and controlling material 

removal in the CMP process. The wafer scale model allows the investigation of CMP 

process parameters such as down load, polishing time, pad properties, pre-existing wafer 

curvature etc. on the yield. Therefore model based planning and control of the CMP process 

is possible and can serve as an alternative to the trial and error design procedure that is 

practiced today. 

Tugbawa et al. [27] formulated a density step height based on a die-scale model for 

abrasive-free copper CMP process. Ouma et al. [16] provides an analytical model using 

planarization length as a characterization parameter for a particular CMP process. They also 

use FFT technique to obtain estimates of effective discretized densities across the entire 

wafer. Fu and Chandra [9] also formulate an analytical model for a dishing and step height 

model by assuming force redistribution is proportional to dishing height. Their model 

introduces an alpha value as the characterization parameter for a particular CMP process 

similar to planarization length in the Ouma et al. [16] model. Based on Fu and Chandra [9], 

dishing and step height reduction depend on various parameters such as Preston's constant, 

pad stiffness, pad bending, pressure, and velocity. 
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CHAPTER 3. WAFER-SCALE MODEL SIMULATION 

In this chapter, the wafer-scale model simulation is modified from earlier work by 

Eamkajornsiri [5]. The wafer curvature (a2 ) obtained in [5] was described as an oxide 

thickness profile. Therefore, to be more realistic, the wafer curvature in this chapter is 

defined by the wafer curvature that occurred from the CMP machine during the polishing 

process (a^) and the nominal thickness of the oxide [a\ ). First, the wafer-scale model is 

explained. Then control strategies for yield improvement are formulated with greedy 

algorithm, method heuristic and non-linear programming and their example results are also 

presented. 

3.1. Wafer-scale Model 

Pre-existing wafer curvature is modeled as a quadratic function a 2 r 2  due to effect of 

loading wafer into wafer carrier and type of material of film (oxide, copper, etc.). As shown 

in Figure 3.1, the wafer is subjected to a rigid body displacement of a0 due to the down load. 

A Z 

wafer carrier pad 

wafer-pad interface 

Figure 3.1. Model of pad and wafer contact, a0 is a rigid body displacement of the wafer due 

to the down load and 2a is the wafer diameter. 
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The displacement field right under the wafer can therefore be expressed as: 

f ( r )  =  aQ + a2r 2 [2] 

Where, r measures the radial distance from the center of the wafer, 

2a2 is the wafer curvature caused by preexisting wafer bow, and 

a0 is the vertical displacement of the wafer (depth of penetration) into pad. 

The pressure distribution on the contact area by Fu and Chandra [8] can be expressed 

as: 

Where, r is any arbitrary radius, 

a is the radius of the wafer, and 

K is a constant that depends on the pad properties. 

Based on the kinematics as depicted in Figure 3.2, the magnitude of the polishing 

velocity, which is the relative velocity between the pad and the wafer, (Chen and Lee [3]) can 

be written as: 

/>(,-) +(^0 2a2a ) [3] 

[4] 

Where, is the angular velocity of the polishing pad, 

bx is the offset distance between the axes of the pad and the wafer, 

r is an arbitrary radius on the wafer, and 
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kv is the ratio of the angular velocity of the wafer to the angular velocity of 

the pad. 

The angular velocity of the wafer 02 can be expressed as 

e 2 = ( ê 2 - è , ) - t  [5] 

Where, t is the processing time. 

Figure 3.2. Kinematics of the CMP process. 

The material removal rate (MRR) can now be calculated at any point in space and 

time by using Equation 6. The height removed may be obtained by integrating dH jdt over 

time. 

dH 

dt 
[6] 

Where, dH/dt is the material removal rate per unit surface area, 
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P  is the interface pressure, 

V is the relative velocity between the wafer and the polishing pad, and 

Kp is the Preston's coefficient. 

This model had been compared against experimental observations of Srinivasa-

Murthy et al. [24] and the model predictions compare very well with the experimental data. 

3.2. Control Formulations 

In order to improve the wafer yield, control schemes with load (applied pressure) 

and/or fixtured wafer curvature as control parameters are introduced. 

3.2.1. Alternative Objective Functions 

a. Number of good sectors within tolerance 

This objective function can be formulated by considering number of good 

sectors together with polishing time at the end of CMP process, and it can be written 

as: 

Objective = w x number of good sectors (NGS) - polishing time (t) [7] 

Where, NGS is maximum number of good sectors occurred during the 

polishing process at the polishing time step t (in second), and 

w is the arbitrary weights value. 

In addition, a good sector is defined as a sector that all four corners fall within 

specified tolerance. 
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b. Deviation from target surface 

It is assumed that by minimizing a deviation from a desired surface will lead 

to a better yield improvement. Thus, this objective function can be formulated by 

simultaneously considering: 

- The curvature of the wafer and 

- The amount of material available to be subsequently removed. 

A moment function comprised of an upper moment and a lower moment is 

used to capture this information. Figure 3.3 illustrates a wafer profile and the upper 

and lower moments. The wafer radius is discretized to N intervals (in this work N 

= 10). The lower moment of deviation (LMD) is used to measure curvatures. LMD 

is a summation of the product of radius (r, ) and height difference (hc - F(rl )) 

between oxide profile at the center of the wafer and the radius rt, as explained in 

Equation 8. The upper moment of deviation (UMD) is a summation of the product of 

radius (r,) and the height difference (f(rl)-hA) between oxide profile and desired 

surface of the oxide, shown in Equation 9. In each case, the moment amplifies the 

height difference by the radius. Thus, the height difference at the edge of the wafer is 

weighted more. This is justified because for any annular region; the area (2nrdr ) at 

the edge of the wafer is greater than the center of the wafer. The upper and lower 

moments are combined together by a weighting term a that lies in the interval [0, 1], 

called the combined moment of deviation (MOD) shown in Equation 10. 

N 

[8] 
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N 

uMD^PM-^n}  [9] 

MOD = a{LMD) + (l - a\UMD) [10] 

r, 

—•. Radius 
Upper Moment of Deviation (UMD) 

Avg. height after finishing the CMP (hA ) 

h ( r i ) ~ h A  i F(r) = oxide + a 2 r 2  

Lower Moment of Deviation (LMD) 
Height at the center of wafer (hc ) 

Ac -%)  

Wafer Height 

Figure 3.3. Moment calculation using the upper moment and the lower moment. 

3.2.2. Alternative Decision Variables 

To improve the wafer yield, these control schemes are based on two control 

parameters, load and curvature, shown as: 

a. Load as control parameter 

continuously varied in the range of P M I N  < P <  P M A X , depended on machine capability, 

b. Curvature as control parameter 

varied continuously in the range of a\ f" <a\< a' l f  x ,  also depended capability of the 

CMP machine. 

A uniform applied pressure ( P )  is used as a decision variable and it can be 

A fixtured wafer curvature {a\ ) is used as a decision variable and it can be 
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3.3. Greedy Algorithm for Yield Improvement 

Three control strategies with greedy algorithm are explored. The first strategy varies 

the interface pressure to control wafer yield. The second strategy controls the curvature of 

the wafer. It is assumed that the wafer is set in a fixture that can control the curvature. In 

curvature control, the applied load is held a constant. In the third strategy, both the curvature 

and the applied load are controlled. Each of these three strategies is discussed in detail below 

and objective function of model with greedy algorithm is explained first. 

3.3.1. Objective Function 

The objective function of this model shown in 3.2.1.b, deviation from the target 

surface, can be written as: 

MOD = a • (.LMD) + (l - a) • (iUMD) 

Where, a is a weighting term that lies in the interval [0, 1], 

LMD is referred in equation 8, and 

UMD is referred in equation 9. 

From equation 8 and 9, the objective function can be rewritten as: 

MOD = a.£ Ik- - Fir, )k} + (Ml )- hA k} 
/=! i=1 

Where, /* is a distance from the center of the wafer, 

h c ,  h A  and f(r, ) are referred in Figure 3.3, and 

N is number of points. 
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3.3.2. Model with Greedy Algorithm 

To improve the wafer yield, the objective function shown in 3.3.1. is minimized 

with the decision variables shown is 3.2.2. Thus, the model with the greedy algorithm 

can be obtained as: 

Min «•£ Ik - F(n )k} + (i - «)•£ (kk )- hA h} 
V <=i (=1 

Subject to 

Or 

Subject to 

Or 

Subject to 

• Max 

< ̂  < 

P < p < p 
Min — — Max 

..Min / ^1 / „Max 

at every time step 

for Load Control 

for Curvature Control 

and a ' j m  <a\< a™ a x  for Combined Curvature and Load Control 

In order to vary the decision variables every time step, next, switching logic is 

implemented and discussed. 

a. Switching Logic 

The moment of deviation (MOD) objective function is used for control. 

Figure 3.4 shows two curves (P, ,P 2 )  of moment of deviation vs. polishing time. At 

polishing time tx, pressure Px is selected because it gives the steeper slope curve 

compared to pressure P2. This pressure is applied until it reaches polishing time t2 

where applying pressure P2 gives the steeper slope curve. Again, this pressure is 

presented until it reaches the next switching point t3 where another pressure gives the 

steeper slope curve. This pressure is applied until it stops. 
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Thus, in switching logic, the steepest slope curve is chosen at all times as it 

helps to improve the wafer surface in the fastest possible manner. Therefore, the 

control algorithms discussed next used the moment of deviation as the objective 

function and used the steepest descending moment curves to select the values of the 

load and curvature to obtain the best possible wafer yield in the fastest possible time. 

The algorithm is a "greedy" algorithm and simulation results indicate that they 

improve the wafer yield substantially. 

Figure 3.4. Load switching using the moment of deviation objective function, 

b. Load Control 

In load control, the interface pressure is controlled to improve the wafer yield. 

The initial wafer profile is defined by the wafer curvature and the nominal thickness 

of the oxide. The wafer curvature a2 is computed from 

a 2 =a\+ a\  

h 
Polishing time 

> 
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Where, a\ is the fixtured curvature and a] is the film curvature. 

The chosen interface pressure at each CMP step is the one that minimizes the 

moment of deviation. Once the appropriate load for a particular CMP step is chosen, 

polishing is carried out for that time step. At the end of the time step, the new wafer 

curvature is computed by performing a least squares fit of the polished wafer profile. 

The number of good die sectors is computed next. A die is declared good if all four 

corners of the die are within the tolerance limits. The wafer yield is tracked through 

the simulation, and the CMP process should be stopped when the yield reaches its 

maxima. 

c. Curvature Control 

In curvature control, the curvature is controlled to improve the wafer yield for 

a fixed and constant value of the interface pressure. The initial wafer profile is 

defined by the film thickness at the center and at the edge of the wafer. The fixtured 

curvature at each CMP step is the one that minimizes the moment of deviation. Once 

the fixtured curvature for a particular CMP step is chosen, polishing is carried out for 

that time step. At the end of the time step, the new film wafer curvature a\ is 

computed by performing a least squares fit of the wafer profile. The number of good 

die sectors is computed next. The wafer yield is tracked through the simulation, and 

the CMP process should be stopped when the yield reaches its maxima. 

d. Combined Curvature and Load Control 

In combined curvature & load control, the fixtured curvature is calculated by 

minimizing the moment of deviation for the determined value of ao. At the end of the 
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time step, the new film wafer curvature a] is computed by performing a least squares 

fit of the wafer profile. The value of ao in the next time step is reduced by the amount 

of material polished at the wafer center. The fixtured curvature for the next time step 

is then computed by minimizing the MOD. The number of good die sectors is 

computed next. The wafer yield is tracked through the simulation, and the CMP 

process should be stopped when the yield reaches its maxima. While both the load 

and curvature are varied at each time step; it is not a true curvature and load control 

since the load adjustment is not selected independently. 

3.3.3. Simulation Results - Greedy Algorithm 

In this example, the three control strategies above are simulated. Three values of 

initial film curvature a2
2 (-10e-6 m'1, -15e-6 m"1 and -20e-6 m"1) are chosen. The 

simulation parameters used are listed in Table 3.1 below: 

Table 3.1. List of variables and notations used. 

Variable and Notation Value Unit 

Pad angular velocity 35 rpm 

Wafer angular velocity 20 rpm 

Wafer diameter 200 mm 

The offset between the axes of pad and wafer 170 mm 

Film thickness at the center 8000 Â 

Desired final surface height (after finishing CMP process) 1000 À 

Tolerance 200 Â 

The fixed curvature [a\ ) -20e-04 m"1 
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The results in Table 3.2 show that by applying the load control strategy, there are 

216 to 224 good dies out of possible 268 dies with polishing times between 369 to 387 

seconds. There are 216 to 240 good dies out of possible 268 dies with polishing time 

between 106 to 108 seconds by applying curvature control strategy. The combined 

curvature and load control strategy yields the same result. Because, in both strategies, 

curvature is the primary control where load is kept constant in the curvature control and 

load is varied only to keep the wafer holder constantly that make it easier to control in the 

combined curvature and load control. In addition, the wafer yield is 81% to 84% by 

applying load control, but the polishing time is excessive. By running either with 

curvature control or combined curvature and load control, the wafer yield is still 81% to 

90%, but the polishing time is shortened. The next chapter discusses the wafer-scale 

model with genetic algorithms. 

Table 3.2. Comparison of control strategies with wafer film thickness at the center of 
8000 Â. 

Low Film Curvature Medium Film High Film Curvature 
Curvature ° 

# of 
good 
dies 

CMP 
time 
(sec) 

a 
# of 
good 
dies 

CMP 
time 
(sec) 

a 
# of 
good 
dies 

CMP 
time 
(sec) 

a 

Load Control 216 369 0.55 224 387 0.58 224 376 0.54 

Curvature 
Control 216 108 0.24 224 108 0.34 240 106 0.34 

Combined 
Curvature & 
Load Control 

216 108 0.26 224 108 0.34 240 106 0.34 
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3.4. Method Heuristic for Yield Improvement 

In the previous section, the wafer yield is improved by implementing a greedy 

algorithm to the three control strategies for the wafer-scale model. To investigate better yield 

improvement, the curvature control with Genetic Algorithms (GAs), as one of the techniques 

of method heuristic, is introduced. First, an overview of genetic algorithms is explained. 

Then genetic algorithm for yield improvement and the simulation results are presented. 

3.4.1. Genetic Algorithms 

Genetic algorithms are adaptive methods, which may be used to solve search and 

optimization problems (Busetti [1]). They are search algorithms based on the mechanics 

of natural selection and natural genetics. GAs combine survival of the fittest among the 

string structures with a structured yet randomized information exchange to form a search 

algorithm with some innovative flair. In every generation, a new set of artificial creatures 

(strings) is created using bits and pieces of the fittest of the old; an occasional new part is 

tried for good measure. GAs efficiently exploit historical information to consider new 

search points with expected improved performance. 

The genetic algorithms are different from the conventional optimization 

techniques in the following ways. 

(i) The search is based on the selection from a population. 

(ii) It is a blind search. 

(iii) The search uses stochastic operators, not deterministic rules. 

Moreover, the advantages of these algorithms are following: 
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(i) It is useful when analytical solutions cannot be found due to the complexity 
of the problem. 

(ii) There is less risk of getting 'stuck' at local optima as GAs give continual 
improved performance. 

(iii) Constant monitoring is not needed if programmed well. 

(iv) Ideal for problems involving large number of parameters; especially since 
this can be now easily accomplished with decreasing cost of computation 
power. 

3.4.2. Model with Genetic Algorithm 

This problem consists of several parameters, where the interface pressure and the 

fixtured curvature are the two main variables. Because there is not an analytical solution 

to this problem, a genetic algorithm is used to find a better result. In doing this, the best 

fitness value is calculated using a series of either interface pressure or fixtured curvature 

to control the CMP process. This fitness value will then be used to determine the wafer 

yield improvement. The genetic algorithm steps are discussed in detail below. The 

coding scheme is first explained, followed by an explanation of the fitness value used in 

this algorithm. 

a. Coding Scheme 

Before running a GA, a proper coding for the problem must be devised 

(Busetti [1]). It is assumed that a potential solution to a problem may be represented 

as a series of either interface pressure (P) or fixtured curvature [a\ ). 

A series of interface pressures can be illustrated as: 

A ^3 A -^5 6̂ ?! ^8 Pn-2 Pn-\ Pfi • 
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Where, Pi represents an interface pressure of the i'h processing time. 

And a series of fixtured curvature values can be illustrated as: 

Where, a'2l represents a fixtured curvature of processing time i. 

b. Fitness Value 

Besides the coding scheme used, finding the fitness value is the most 

complicated and the most important step in GA. The search seeks to find a better 

wafer yield through various GA operations. The fitness is the most important value 

in the genetic algorithm search. In addition, for this particular problem, the fitness 

value shown in 3.2.1 .a, number of good sectors within tolerance, can be written as: 

Fitness Value = w x number of good sectors (NGS) - polishing time (t) 

Where, NGS is maximum number of good sectors occurred during the 

polishing process at the polishing time step t, and 

w is an arbitrary weight's value of 100 to differentiate fitness values 

when there are two or more sample sets with the same number of 

good sectors. 

c. Genetic Algorithm Steps for Curvature Control 

First, the model with the genetic algorithm is expressed as: 

Min (w x number ofgood sectors (NGS) - polishing time (/)) 

Subject to a 2
m  <a\< a 2

m  for Curvature Control 
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The flowchart of this program (refer to Figure 3.9) and the steps are shown 

below: 

(i) Generate one hundred initial population sets (refer to Figure 3.5). The series 

of fixtured curvature values in each population set is created using random 

generator in visual basic software. In addition, the randomization in this 

process varies upon the range determined by manufacturer (a™n to a™" ). 

(ii) Run the CMP polishing process simulation with each sample set using the 

wafer-scale model until reaching the maximum number of good sectors at 

the target surface, then stop. 

a 

a 

,1 
21 «21 «21 

4 
«21 «21 <4 «21 «21 

,1 

21 4 «21 
4 

«21 «21 <4 «21 «21 

a 

a 

,n-2 n-1 
«21 «21 

,n-2 n-1 
«21 «21 

Sefl 

Set 2 

*21 «21 «21 «21 «21 «21 «21 «21 «21 «21 «21 

Randomly generated within the specified range 

Figure 3.5. The initial of population sets with the series of fixtured curvature. 

(iii) Calculate the fitness values of 100 sample sets after running the CMP 

polishing process using equation 7. 

(iv) Find the new generation (refer to Figure 3.6). 

a) Select the best N fitness values and save the sample sets to the next 

generation. 
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b) Use the genetic algorithm operations to get the rest of the new generation 

by 
Reproduction 
(crossover, mutation, prime) 

Series 1 Best fitness 1 Best fitness 1 Series 1 Best fitness 1 Best fitness 1 

Series 2 Best fitness 2 Best fitness 2 Series 2 

: 
Best fitness 2 Best fitness 2 

Series 3 

: 
Series 2 Series 3 

: 
Series 2 

/ 
V 

- y x —  

Series 4 : Series 3 / 
V 

- y x —  

Offspring 1 (crossover) 

Series 5 
: 

Series 4 

/ 
V 

- y x —  Offspring 2 (crossover) 
: / 

V 
- y x —  

Offspring 3 (mutation) Offspring 3 (mutation) 

Offspring 4 (prime) Offspring 4 (prime) 

Current Intermediate Next 
Generation t Generation t Generation t+1 

Figure 3.6. The standard G A diagram. 

i. Select the next generation with the probability of 0.2 using the roulette 

wheel selection (refer to Figure 3.7). The size of the section in the 

roulette wheel is proportional to the fitness value of every series of 

fixtured curvature. Clearly, from the Figure 3.7, the series with the 

larger fitness value will be selected more often (Obitko [13]). 

Series 1 of 
eries o fixtured curvature 

fixtuied^-vature Series 2 of 
fixtured curvature 

10% 

Series 3 of 
fixtured curvature 

31% 

Figure 3.7. The fitness values of four series of fixtured curvature on roulette 
wheel. 
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ii. Apply one of the following operations (refer to Figure 3.8) with the 

respective probability. 

1. Single crossover with P(0.5). If a random number (RN) is smaller 

than or equal to 0.5 (RN < 0.5), two series of either fixtured 
curvature called Mom and Dad are chosen. Then these two series 
are crossed over at a selected crossover point. 

2. Mutation with P(0.05) and P(0.05) for each step. If RN is greater 
than 0.5 and smaller than or equal to 0.55 (0.5 < RN < 0.55), there 

is a chance that the selected series of fixtured curvature will be 
mutated. Each step of the series will be mutated with a probability 
of 0.05. The new step is selected randomly between a™" and 

a™x. Where, a™" is the minimum fixtured curvature that can be 

applied, and a"\dX is the maximum fixtured curvature that can be 
applied. 

Crossover ( | is the crossover point) 

Series 1 a\\ 4Î 1 a\\ «21 «21 all < «21 

Series 2 1 a* «2^ all 

Offspring 1 al
2\ 1 < all 

Offspring 2 <4' *21 4 1 < 4Î «2I a\\ 

Mutation (3rd position is randomly picked to mutate) 

Series 3 «2! all/ "S V;; «2! a"i 

Offspring 3 a\\ XÎ-
new) 14 

/ "21 «21 alï «2I (*21 «21 

Prime (1st and 8th positions are randomly picked to prime) 

Series 4 '< \ 1*21 «21 «21 «2^ all VJ; al 

Offspring 4 «21 4? «21 a2V 
new) 

J "21 al 

Figure 3.8. The single crossover, mutation, and prime module function. 
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3. Prime with P(0.1). If RN is greater than 0.55 and smaller than or 
equal to 0.65, each of the steps in the series is computed as 

«21"^ =«T -«2i-

Where, a'2j"ew is the new fixtured curvature at i"' step, and 

«21 is current fixtured curvature at i'h step. 

c) Finally, the new generation is composed of 

i. series from the first five fitness values of the previous generation. 

ii. ~ 47 to 48 series with crossover. 

iii. ~ 4 to 5 series with mutation. 

iv. ~ 9 to 10 series with prime. 

v. And roughly 32 to 35 series from the previous generation. 

(v) Keep running for 1000 generations from step (ii) to step (iv) then STOP. 
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Is generation # 
greater than 1000? 

No 

Yes 

Start 

Store the results 

Generate a new generation 

Generate 100 initial 
population sets 

Find the fitness values of 
each set 

Keep best sets to new 
generation 

Run polishing process 
with wafer-scale model 

Randomly select sets to direct 
mutation or crossovers or prime 

Figure 3.9. Flow chart of the genetic algorithm program. 
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3.4.3. Simulation Results - Genetic Algorithm 

In this example, the genetic algorithm for curvature control is applied and 

simulated. Three values of initial film curvature a\ (-5e-6 m"1, -10e-6 m'1 and -15e-6 m" 

') are chosen. The simulation parameters used in this example are the same as those in 

3.4, except the target film thickness is at 10000 Â. The range of fixtured curvature a\ is 

from -2.0e-02 to -2.0e-03 m"1. Figure 3.10 shows normalized pressure profile variation 

with wafer radius for different fixtured curvatures. 

Normalized pressure profile with wafer radius 

for fixtured curvature from -2.0E-02 to -2.0E-03 m"1 

I P* 1 cti 

5 

Wafer Radius (m) 

Figure 3.10. Normalized pressure profile curves shown for seven values of fixtured 
curvature a\ (m"1) with the indentation depth of 3.678e-04 (m). 

The comparison of the wafer yield prediction among stochastic, greedy algorithm, 

genetic algorithm, and the genetic algorithm with modified fixtured curvature for 

curvature control is shown in Table 3.3. The results of stochastic curvature control are 

run and selected from 1000 sample sets. Unlike stochastic curvature control, the results 
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of best wafer yield with shortest time are chosen by running curvature control with the 

greedy algorithm for alpha values from 0 to 1. In the genetic algorithm for curvature 

control, the results are selected after running 1000 generations. Lastly, the series of 

fixtured curvature are sorted from GA results sequentially from high curvature to low 

curvature or in the reverse direction. Afterward, the sorted series are used to compute the 

wafer yield. 

Table 3.3. Comparison of stochastic, greedy algorithm and genetic algorithm for 
curvature control with wafer film thickness at the center of 10000 Â. 

Low Film High Film Very High Film 
Curvature Curvature Curvature 

ïôf CMP #of CMP #of CMP 
good time good time good time 
dies (sec) dies (sec) dies (sec) 

Stochastic1 208 138 208 135 124 133 

Greedy Algorithm OO
 

OO
 

135 208 134 188 133 

Genetic Algorithm with 
1000 generations1 208 138 224 138 240 134 

GA with modified 
fixtured curvature1 208 138 216 138 240 134 

1 average results based on their simulations with standard deviation of zero, except one of 
stochastic with initial very high film curvature. 

The results from Table 3.3 show that by applying the genetic algorithm through 

curvature control, the estimated wafer yields are increased by 8 to 28 percent, comparing 

to the results from greedy algorithm. Similarly, the improvement of 8 to 28 percent from 

the greedy algorithm is still presented when comparing the results to the modified 
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fixtured curvature of GA. However, the results from GA with modified fixtured 

curvature are not as good as those from the pure genetic algorithm. 

Figures 3.11 to 3.14, shown below, illustrate the series of fixtured curvature 

control in relation to polishing time using different approaches. Figure 3.11 shows that 

the model curvatures fluctuated during the entire period of polishing process in the 

stochastic. With the greedy algorithm, shown in Figure 3.12, curvatures vary only 3 to 4 

times during polishing process. Similar to the results from Figure 3.11, Figure 3.13 

shows the variation of curvature for all polishing times using genetic algorithms. In 

Figure 3.14, curvatures after modifying are varied 15 to 20 times during 138 seconds of 

polishing time. These results indicate that the greedy algorithm and the GA with the 

modified fixtured curvature are more realistic and easier to control than the stochastic and 

pure genetic algorithm. In addition, the GA with the modified fixtured curvature offers a 

better wafer yield. 

Even though the GA with modified fixtured curvature provides the most 

appropriate results, it is not yet the best wafer yield. In order to find the best possible 

wafer yield, the more effective method will be discussed. 
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Figure 3.11. Fixtured curvature variation vs. polishing time in stochastic with three initial 
film curvatures. 
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Figure 3.13. Fixtured curvature variation vs. polishing time in genetic algorithms with 
three initial film curvatures. 
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3.5. Non-Linear Programming for Yield Improvement 

The wafer yields of the genetic algorithm are considerably improved with respect to 

the yields of the greedy algorithm but it is not the best solution for one time-dependent 

parameter. In this section, the optimized wafer yield for the wafer-scale model will be 

formulated and simulated. This is based on the objective function from Eamkajornsiri [5] 

using Lingo software. 

3.5.1. Model with Non-linear Programming 

Based on the switching logic from [4], the logic can be called the local 

optimization because the steepest slope curve is chosen at all times as it helps improve 

the wafer surface in the fastest possible manner at each instant. To achieve the global 

optimization, Lingo software is used to obtain the minimum objective function that 

provides us with a series of control parameters. 

a. Objective Function 

Similar to the objective function explained in 3.2.l.b, the combined moment 

of deviation {MOD) is comprised of the upper moment (UMD) and the lower 

moment (LMD) deviations. The upper moment is formalized by considering an 

amount of material available to be removed, whereas the lower moment implies the 

current curvature of the wafer. According to equation 10, this objective function can 

be written as: 

MOD = a • (LMD) + (l - a) • (iJMD) 

Where, a is a weighting term that lies in the interval [0, 1], 
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LMD is referred to in equation 8, and 

UMD is referred to in equation 9. 

From equation 8 and 9, the objective function can be rewritten as: 

MOD = a.^hc - F(r,)}r,} + (l-a)£{[F(r, )-*,>,} 
1=1 1=1 

Where, rt is a distance from the center of the wafer, 

h c ,  h A  and F{rl ) are referred to in Figure 3.3, and 

N is number of points. 

Since F{ri )= hc + a]r2, substituting this F{ri ) into the first term of the above 

equation, the MOD's equation may be expressed as: 

MOD =-a^(a]r f )  + ( l -a)  ~  
<=i L (=i /=i 

By multiplying (l -a) into the second term of the equation above, it may be 

expressed as: 

MOD = -a.£ [a2
2rf ) + (l - a).£ {f(r, ).r,} - (l - a)^ (hA .r, ) 

i=l ;=1 j=1 

Furthermore, the equation shown above can be rewritten in terms of the 

current time step t as: 

MOD(t)  = -a^(a ' 2 2 r?)  + ( l -«)ZMwM -  0- ( h A- r i )  [ n l  
J=1 Z=1 (=1 

Where, the film curvature (a'22 ) and the film profile {p{ri, ?)) are the functions 

of polishing time, t. The film profile at any time step may be expressed as: 

F(r,,f)=Ac(f)+a%r/ 
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In addition, the height at the center of the wafer (hc (/)) at time t can be 

calculated by subtracting the removed material from initial height at the center of the 

wafer (h0 ). The amount of removed material depends on the pressure applied to the 

surface from the beginning of the polishing process until it reaches time t 

K .KV-^P,  . Thus, the film profile may be expressed as: 
J=x / 

F{r„t)  = h0+a :
nr>-K rKV-Y,P,  

7=1 

By substituting equation 12 into equation 11, we have 

MOD -

•a.  + 
/=i 

(1-4E-
i=1 

h0+a'11^-KFKV^PJ 
J=1 

.r, -
i=1 

[12] 

[13] 

b. Non-linear Programming Model 

To obtain the non-linear programming model, the objective function in 

equation 13 must be minimized. Thus, the model can be obtained as: 

Min MOD 

Min 

N , . 

~a^j\a22 rf) + 
M 

(1-4Z-
/=1 

hc  + a '^ -KrKvjTPj  
j=1 

.r 
i=i 

According to this equation, summation of the second and third terms 

represents the upper moment of deviation (UMD). The UMD should be greater than 

or equal to zero, so the polishing process is stopped at the desired surface. In order to 
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maintain this condition, the absolute value of this summation is required. The non

linear programming model can be expressed as: 

( N 

Min 

a-^,(a?7ri ) + 
J = 1 
/ 

Abs 
\ v 

/=! y'=i 

A - (l -a)X(Vi) 

[14] 

J )  

Subject to P M m  <P<P h  

Or 

Subject to 

Where, a'22 

Max 

< a, < 

for Pressure Control 

N^\z ' ( r ,W}-Y,z ' (n}Y 1 n 
N \ 

2 

1=1 i=l i=i y 

i=i i=i 

2\ 

for Curvature Control 

referred to Appendix B. 

3.5.2. Simulation Results - Non-linear Programming (NLP) 

In this example, the non-linear programming model with pressure control is 

applied and computed for wafer yields using Lingo software. In this software, there is a 

limitation of 800 nonlinear variables and 20 global variables that can be declared. To 

compare this non-linear programming model to the greedy algorithm from [4], some 

changes need to be made due to the limitation of the software. These changes include 

adjusting the parameters to obtain the best possible results. 

Three values of initial film curvature aj (-5e-6 m"1, -10e-6 m"1 and -15e-6 m"1) 

are chosen. The parameters used in this example are the same as those in 3.3, except 

Film thickness at the center is 10000 Â. 
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Tolerances are 450, 400, and 300 Â. 

Desired final surface height is 8000 Â (after finishing CMP). 

The range of interface pressure is from 2 to 6 psi. 

The comparison of the wafer yield prediction among the greedy algorithm, the 

non-linear programming model, and the model with modified interface pressure for 

pressure control are shown in Table 3.4. The results of the greedy algorithm are run 

based on the parameters shown above with the pressure control. In the non-linear 

programming model for pressure control, the best wafer yields are chosen from three 

results using Lingo software. The result of the first run is computed based on the SLP 

directions strategy (Type I). To obtain the second result, Steepest Edge strategy (Type II) 

is applied. By running both strategies (Type III) together, the third result is computed. 

Furthermore, the series of interface pressures are sorted from non-linear programming 

results, sequentially from high pressure to low pressure, in order to make the CMP 

process easier to control. These sorted series are then used to calculate the wafer yield. 

Table 3.4. Comparison of greedy algorithm and non-linear programming model for load 
control with wafer film thickness at the center of 10000 Â. 

Tolerance (A) 450 400 350 450 400 350 450 400 350 

Number of good sectors 

Medium-Low Film 
Curvature 

Low Film 
Curvature 

Very Low Film 
Curvature 

Greedy 
Algorithm 

144 120 112 164 152 144 188 184 164 

NLP 
Type I 

NPL 
Type II 

156 148 120 192 180 164 208 208 192 

156 144 120 188 180 160 216 208 208 
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Table 3.4. (Continued). 

Number of good sectors 

Medium-Low Film Low Film Very Low Film 
Curvature Curvature Curvature 

Tolerance (Â) 450 400 350 450 400 350 450 400 350 

156 148 120 188 180 160 216 208 208 

The wafer yield results are the same for all three types. 

The CMP yields of three different approaches are shown in Figure 3.15. For 

initial very low film curvature of 5e-6 m"1, the best yield of 208 occurs at 63 seconds for 

both the non-linear programming and modified non-linear programming, and the yield of 

184 occurs at 48 seconds for greedy algorithm (Figure 3.15(a)). The results in Figure 

3.15(b) show wafer yields for initial low film curvature of 10e-6 m"1. This figure 

explains that the NLP or modified NLP give the same yield of 180 at 78 seconds, while 

greedy algorithm provide the yield of 152 at 54 seconds. For initial medium-low film 

curvature of 15e-6 m"1, shown in Figure 3.15(c), wafer yield of 120 at 61 seconds is the 

result from the greedy algorithm. The better yields of 148 at 72 seconds are represented 

for both the NLP and the modified NLP. 

Compared with the greedy algorithm, wafer yields from the non-linear 

programming models with pressure control are increased 7 to 23 percent for initial 

medium-low film curvature. An improvement of 11 to 18 percent is presented for initial 

low film curvature, and 11 to 27 percent for initial very low film curvature. Even though 

the wafer yields are improved in the NLP models, polishing times are also increased by 

NLP 
Type III 

Modified 
NLP 
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18 to 44 percent when comparing to the greedy algorithm. This increment in polishing 

time implies the longer planarization process to obtain the better wafer yield. 
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Figure 3.15. Number of good sectors with polishing time for tolerance 400 Â. 
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Figure 3.15. (Continued). 

Moreover, Figures 3.16-3.18 illustrate the series of interface pressure controls in 

relation to polishing time using different approaches. These results indicate that the 

greedy algorithm and non-linear programming with modified interface pressure are more 

realistic than pure non-linear programming. In addition, non-linear programming with 

modified interface pressure offers a better wafer yield. 

To this point, we have found the best possible wafer yield using the greedy 

algorithm, genetic algorithm, and non-linear programming model for wafer-scale. The 

interface pressure and/or fixtured curvature are controlled to manipulate the normalized 

pressure throughout the wafer. In the next chapter, we will start focusing on another 

scale called feature/die scale, which will show the improvement in upper surface 

uniformity. 
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Figure 3.16. Interface pressure variation in greedy algorithm with pressure control for 
tolerance 400 Â. 
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Figure 3.17. Interface pressure variation in non-linear programming model using lingo 
software with steepest edge strategy for tolerance 400 Â. 
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CHAPTER 4. FEATURE / DIE-SCALE MODEL SIMULATION 

This chapter discusses the feature / die-scale model development, the model 

validation, three control strategies based on the applied pressure for global surface 

improvement, and example simulation results. These control strategies are under the 

provisional patent, ISURF #03193. This simulation is developed based on the model from 

Fu and Chandra [9] and experimental data by Ouma et al. [16]. The Fu and Chandra [9], 

model predicted that at the feature-scale, high areas of wafer experience higher pressure than 

low areas. Due to this assumption, force redistribution is introduced with the fitting 

parameter a . 

4.1. Feature / Die-Scale Model Development 

Based on the understanding from the analytical step height model developed by Fu 

and Chandra [9], it is determined that the surface evolution mainly depends on the applied 

pressure and relative velocity between the pad and the wafer. The paper by Fu and Chandra 

has the following assumptions: 

• The pad is assumed to deform like an elastic foundation. 

• Force redistribution due to pad bending is proportional to the current step height. 

• Wafer and pad are in contact at any point on the interface. 

By following Preston's equation, this model (refer Figure 4.1) may be expressed as, 

^  = KMH-(y-Y«W 

dY 
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And the feature-scale force equilibrium may be expressed as, 

[(6-i).i]+{i[//-(y-r„„,)]}.(«.i) = p.(i-i). 

Ydi 
• met 

Wafer 

'/////////////////////////y 

// // ' // // // // '/ // / // /y / / // 

////////////////////////////////////////////, 

Reference 
surface 

Y(t) 

Pad-platen 
interface 

Figure 4.1. Schematic diagram of Fu and Chandra [9] step height reduction model. 

Due to the pad bending, there is a force redistribution. The three modified governing 

equations including pad bending effects are 

^  = K «{ k [H-(r - rJ l + £-}v  

^ - K„,\k[H - (Y - Y„„ 

{4[/f-(7-rj].[(6-a).i]+AF}+{t[/f-(y-y„„)].(a.i)-AF}=/'.(6.i). 

From the second assumption, the force redistribution due to the pad bending can be 

expressed as 

AF = a(%* 

where a is the pad bending parameter. This is similar to planarization length (Ouma [15]). 

If the planarization length is zero, then the a value is zero as well. 
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By solving these differential equations, the metal region and dielectric region can be 

expressed as 

K,el (0 _ 

KA~T}KArûM-K''i~rû-M 
k \a  c  

Vk  

uffMl 
A k \a  c )  

K A-iy K Ari ) M - K ' n [ - î -û - M '  

a 1 P 
- —  —  +  -

k  la  c .  

'•{I
+t)+ 

Vk 

•exp K, ,  « + £LÏ 
b  kc  J  

+ K„„ 
c a 1 
b  ka  

Mb 

Vk 

k  
i + « f l + i  

k  la  c  

Uo)-

f ] + î  - -iH 
b  kc )  b  ka  

Vk  

•exp -
c + —  
b  ka  

Vk t  
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With these two equations, the local dishing model as a function of time can be written as 

D(o)=y„(o)-7„„(«) 

£>(<) = 
Kdi 

f a a ) 
+ Kmet 

f C a ) 
— + — + Kmet H 

u kc ) 
+ Kmet 

u ka J 

fc,(o)-i-„,(o)]-

p 
. 1_ 

k 

Kdi 
a ^ 

— + — 

b kc 
+ K„ 

exp^ K. 
r a a ^ 

— + — 
b kc 

•K .  
j 

j 

r c a A 

b ka 

r c a 
1 

\b ka 

P 

k 

Where, D(t) is the height difference between the dielectric surface and the metal surface at 

any polishing time, t. 

According to Fu and Chandra [9], the metal region, dielectric region and local dishing 

equations stated above are classified into three cases. 

Case 1 : When Yrnel (o) = Ydi (o) and Kmel = Kdi = K ; this situation can be 

explained as involving a homogeneous film with an absolutely flat initial surface. This 

indicates that the height of metal region is equal to the height of dielectric region, and a 

nonselective slurry or a slurry with selectivity of unity is used. 

Case 2: When Ymet (o) = Ydi (o) and Kmet ^ Kdi ; this is a typical scenario in a 

copper polishing process, where the metal region and dielectric region are flushed against 

each other, and a selective slurry is being used. Thus, in this case, the initial surface is 

started with the flat surface and a slurry with selectivity of unity. 
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Case 3 : When Ymet (o) ^ Ydj (o) and Kmet = Kdi = K ; this situation represents 

planarization of a patterned wafer with a nonselective slurry. It also represents the case 

where there is only one material (dielectric or metal) on the surface. 

The model discussed in this chapter focuses on the step height on one type of surface, 

which is relevant to the third case according to Fu and Chandra [9], Figure 4.2 shows the 

schematic diagram of this planarization model. Since the model assumes that there is only 

one material on the surface, the Preston's constant Kmel and Kdi will be noted as K. In 

addition, the notation of dielectric surface (Y d j )  and metal surface (Ymel ) will be changed to 

Y and Ylower respectively. By substituting these variables, an equation for the step height 

as a function of time can be expressed as 

D(t) = [y.mr (0) - (0)]exp - K 1 + 
a 1 1 

+ [15] 

YUpper(t) 

yZy>VyV/VZZ,-V/>^^^ 

',8' 

Yiower(t) 

Wafer 

Reference 
surface 

Y(t) 

Pad-platen 
interface 

Figure 4.2. Schematic diagram of planarization model. 
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The heights of the upper surface and lower surface after polishing for a given period of 

polishing time t are expressed as 

Y upper (' ) -

fc a x  
- + — 

b ka 
Yupper^) + 

V 
— + — 

b kc v 
Wo) 

J  

1 + 
a i r 

— + -

Va c/ 

- KPVt 

+ -

a a 
— + — 

b kc 

1 + 
a 

^-pr[V,(0)-l',„(0)]exp -X 
+ -

1 + 
a 1 lx 

- + -
\a c 

[16] 

lower 

c a 
- + — 

b ka 

\ 

Yupper (0) + 
y 

r  a a  ̂  
— + — 

b kc v 
4,„(o) 

J  

1 + ^ 
zi r 

— + -

\(X C j 

-KPVt 

+ -

c a 
- + — 

6 ka 

1 + 
a 

+ -

1 + 
a 

v 

1 lx 
—+ -
a c j 

[17] 

And the removal rate equations are 

upper 

dt 
_y 

6 A; 
[18] 

dY, 

dt 
i + _5L (y - Y, 

\\ upper lower b ka 
)-

P 
[19] 

The equations 16 and 17 are terminal equations, meaning the heights of the surface are the 

final heights after polishing for a given period of time, t. On the other hand, equations 18 

and  19  a re  in te rmedia te  equa t ions ,  meaning  the  removal  ra te  changes  for  every  t ime  s tep ,  dt .  
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4.2. Model Validation 

To compare model predictions against experimental observations, the data from 

Ouma et al. [16] is used. Their test wafer consists of 1 pm TEOS (Tetra-Ethyl-Ortho-

Silicate) oxide deposition, metal deposition and patterning using the characteristic mask, and 

the final deposition of a 2.5 pm TEOS layer. The characterization mask (refer Figure 4.3) is 

constructed of four sets of structures with constant pitch but different in densities across the 

die or in the opposite way, where density is constant and pitches are varied. Each density 

structure in Line 3, Line 4 and Line 5 consist of vertical lines and spaces of 100 pm pitch, in 

opposition, Line 6 has a constant density of 0.5 with different pitch and linewidth. The size 

of the mask is 20 x 20 mm and it is divided into 4x4 mm blocks. Their experimental data 

was obtained by polishing two sets of three wafers at the polishing time of 29 seconds and 88 

seconds. The wafers were polished with a single head of a five-head SpeedFarm polisher to 

eliminate head-to-head variability. Line 3, Line 4, Line 5 and Line 6 of their experimental 

data are used to verify our simulation model (refer Appendix D). 
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20 mm 

Figure 4.3. Part of the layout of the characterization mask. 
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To compare between the model prediction and the experimental data, it is necessary 

that a parameter a is identified a priori. In doing this, a set of experimental data in Line 5, is 

used as a reference. This set of data is constructed with five different pattern densities of 0.9, 

0.8, 0.6, 0.4 and 0.2, respectively. In order to obtain an estimation of parameter a , the least 

root mean square (RMS) error is calculated by fitting model predictions to data from Line 5. 

After finding the best fit for the parameter a of 5.0508e6 N/m2, the model predictions of 

other cases are simulated using the parameters shown in Table 4.1. 

Table 4.1. List of variables and notations used. 

Variable and Notation Value Unit 

Pressure (p )  3.4474e+04 N/m2 

Relative Velocity (V) 0.65 m/s 

Bending factor (a )  5.0508e+06 N/m2 

Preston's constant (Â") 2.1075e-13 N/m2 

Pad stiffness (&) 5.2130e+09 N/m3 

Pattern density (PD)  a/b 

Linewidth (a )  from exp. data pm 

Pitch (ô) 100 pm 

Pattern density (PD)  0.5 

Linewidth (a) b-PD (j.m 

Pitch (b )  from exp. data pm 

• for Line 3, 4, and 5 

for Line 6 only 
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According to Table 4.2 shown below, the root means square errors are calculated for 

each line, with two different regions, upper and lower surfaces, and polishing times of 29 and 

88 seconds. At 29 seconds, the average RMS prediction error for the upper surface areas is 

582 A and the prediction error of the lower surface areas is 305 Â. At 88 seconds, the 

average errors of 518 Â and 308 Â are presented for upper and lower surface areas 

respectively. 

Table 4.2. Model prediction results for validation. 

RMS Prediction Error (A) 

Upper surface area Lower surface area 

Polishing Time 29 sec 88 sec 29 sec 88 sec 

Line 3 780 417 397 298 

Line 4 466 689 175 260 

Line 5 499 449 342 365 

Line 6 RMS of this line is not computed 

Average 582 518 305 308 

4.3. Global Planarization Control Algorithm 

As seen from the previous section, even with the initial uniform surface, the surfaces 

after polishing 88 seconds are shown non-uniformities across the die in all three different 

regions. In order to obtain uniformity over the pattern dependencies in a die-scale model, 

three control strategies are explored. The first strategy controls the interface pressure in 
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space called spatial pressure control. The second and third strategies control the interface 

pressure both in space and in time. The second strategy is called spatial and temporal 

pressure control. The last strategy is called look-ahead scheduled pressure control. A 2D 

simulation is developed using visual basic software to track current step heights for every 

time step. Each of these three strategies is discussed in detail below. The spatial pressure 

control strategy is explained first. 

4.3.1. Objective Function 

To obtain uniformity over the pattern dependencies in a die-scale model, the 

objective function can be formulated by considering the deviation from the target surface 

and it can be written as: 

Where, n is number of zones. 

This objective function will be applied through out these three control strategies. 

4.3.2. Model of Global Planarization Control 

The model of global planarization is expressed as 

06/ecfz've FwMcdoM = ^ (;) - ) 
i=i 

Supper (') - Ydesired 

Subject to , for i = 1 to n (# of zones) 

a. Spatial Pressure Control: Algorithm 

The principle idea behind this pressure control is to planarize the upper 

surface of each zone, with different initial surface topography, down to a specific 
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target surface at the best possible time. In order to achieve this goal, maximum 

pressure capability for a specific CMP machine will be applied to calculate the 

polishing time needed for each zone. This process allows us to specify time required 

to planarize every zone down to the same level. Applied interface pressures will then 

be calculated based on specified time in the earlier process. To achieve the specific 

target surface, the calculated pressures will be applied simultaneously throughout the 

entire period of polishing time. This strategy is calculated using the following 

algorithm for each of n zones. The general structure of this algorithm (refer 

Appendix F.l for flowchart) is shown in the following steps: 

Step 1: Calculated Total Material 

Calculate the total material (Mat _Total) to be removed in all zones together. 

This step and the next step are used together to find when the polishing process will 

finish. 

Mar _ To W = ^ (f ) - ) 
M 

Where, Ydesired is the desired height, and 

Yupper is the initial upper surface height. 

Step 2: Calculated Time Needed 

Calculate the polishing time needed for each zone (Tzone) to reach the target 

or desired surface with the maximum interface pressure (the maximum pressure that 

the user would like to apply) using equation 16 by following Newton-Raphson 

method. Where f(t) is Yupper (t) in equation 16. 
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tM = t, ~ fit)! f'{t) , until t M  - t ,<  le - 8 

Step 3: Calculated Applied Pressure 

Compare the polishing time for all n zones and find the maximum polishing 

time needed to have all applied interface pressure values of all zones to be less than or 

equal to maximum pressure. 

Lax = Max(Tzone ) , for zone = 1 to n 

With polishing time as the 7max, calculate the applied interface pressure for 

each zone by using equation 16 

Step 4: Calculate Step Height and Check 

4.1 : Calculate Step Height 

Calculate the new upper and lower surface of each zone using the removal 

rate equation 18 (Y u p p e r  ( t f )and 19 {j'lower (/)), respectively for the upper and lower 

surfaces. 

0')"™ = OW ^ ^ %%)%(# of ZOnBS) 

Y/ower (0 - Slower 0) _ Ylower 0)^ ? for Z = 1 tO H (# of ZOUCS) 

Where, At =0.1 seconds. 

4.2: Check 

Compare the total material left with the previous step until it reaches the 

least total material left. If it is not, go back to step 4.1, and continue polishing and 

recalculate the new upper and lower surface. 

Step 5: Calculate Error 

The errors of upper surface of each zone are calculated as 
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b. Spatial and Temporal Pressure Control: Algorithm 

This control is divided into two phases. In the first phase, the surface is 

polished using low interface pressure for controlling the local step height. By using 

this low pressure, only the upper surface is polished, while the lower surface remains 

the same. After the height difference between upper and lower surface reaches its 

limitation point, depending on the surface topography and the pad properties, this 

phase will no longer exist. In order to control the global step height, the second phase 

is presented. The applied interface pressures are calculated using spatial pressure 

control for each of n zones based on the present upper surface evolution from the 

previous phase. The following algorithm explains the procedure for spatial and 

temporal pressure control (refer Appendix F.2 for flowchart). 

Step 1 : Calculate Minimum Step Height 

From the machine specifications, the minimum interface pressure capability is 

specified. With this pressure, the smallest step height achievable (the only upper 

surface is polished) for each zone (sH'mn ) is calculated using equation 19. 

Find S7/,mm , for i  = 1 to n(#  of zones) 

such that Y;ower{Pmm) = 0 

Where, jPmin is the minimum pressure capability for a specific CMP machine. 

Step 2: Calculate Max Pressure 
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With the respective step heights of each zone, the maximum pressure that can 

be applied is calculated for each zone (/>max ) using equation 19. 

Find P"Yi]i , for i = 1 to n (# of zones) 

such that Y;mier(SH,)=0 

Where, SHt is the present step height of i-th zone. 

Step 3: Calculate Interface Pressure for each zone of the First Phase 

Calculate material removal rate on the upper surface of each zone Y^pper. with 

P.maK from step 2 using equation 18. 

Calculate the material need to be removed of each zone (Matt ) by setting 

Calculate the ratio (/?, ) by setting 

R _ Mat, 

Assuming the relation between step height and time to be linear, calculate the 

material removal rate on the upper surface 

Mat, 

Calculate the interface pressure (Pi ) using equation 18 and material removal 

rate on the lower surface {j'lower (/)) using equation 19. 

Step 4: Polish the surface and Check 

Calculate the new upper and lower surface of each zone 
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Y (-\new _ y /-;Y'W _ y' A / 
/ower X / /owe/- X / lower i 

, for i = 1 to rc (# of zones) 

, for / = 1 to n (# of zones) 

Where, At = 1 sec. 

Step 5: Check 

Repeat step 2 to step 4 until the following condition is satisfied. This 

condition helps determine whether the surface has reached the least step height 

Step 6: Calculate Interface Pressure for each zone of the Second Phase 

After reaching the stipulated step height, the spatial pressure control is applied 

to attain the target surface. 

Step 7: Calculate Error 

Same calculation as in the spatial pressure control 

c. Look-ahead Scheduled Pressure Control: Algorithm 

There are two phases in this control. The first phase is similar to spatial and 

temporal pressure control, where the surface is polished using low interface pressure 

to control the local step height. In addition, this control strategy views the step height 

ahead of the process and modifies the pressure based on the desired step height with 

indicated time. Similarly, after the height difference between upper and lower surface 

reaches its limitation point, the first phase will no longer exist. The second phase is 

then applied in order to obtain the global step height. With this process, the interface 

(sH]nm ) 

, for i = 1 to n (# of zones) 
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pressures are calculated using spatial pressure control for each of n zones based on 

the present upper surface evolution from the previous phase. The following 

algorithm explains the procedure for the look-ahead scheduled pressure control (refer 

Appendix F.3 for flowchart). 

Step 1: Calculate Minimum Step Height 

Same calculation as in the spatial and temporal pressure control 

Step 2: Calculate Max Pressure 

Same calculation as in the spatial and temporal pressure control 

Step 3: Calculate Interface Pressure for each zone of the First Phase 

Calculate the material need to be removed from each zone (Mat) ) by setting 

With Pmm and PmdX as the inputs for each zone, the minimum possible step 

height left (MSH,min ) is identified in each zone after a specific period of time using 

look-ahead procedure (refer Appendix E for procedure). 

MSH1™" = Look _ ahead(tMp, Pmm, P,nvàx ) , for i = 1 to n (# of zones) 

Where, tstep is the specified time step by user. 

The step height needed to be removed is calculated after the specified time 

step using the following equation: 

RSHl = SHI -MS7/,min 

The ratio is calculated as follows: 
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Mat: 

' RSH, 

Calculate the material to be removed from each zone, based on the zonal ratio, 

which should be occurred by setting 

LSH, = Mati 

Max(R j  )  

Find the interface pressure of each zone using the look-ahead procedure 

(refer Appendix E for procedure) for MSH''c"'a> (the step height to be left after the 

prescribed time step) 

Pt = Look _ ahead(tslep, Pmm, P/nax, MSH, ) , for / = 1 to n (# of zones) 

Step 4: Polish the surface 

Calculate the material removal rate of the upper surface and lower surface 

using equations 18 and 19. The polishing is carried out on the wafer surface. 

Step 5: Check 

Same check as in the spatial and temporal pressure control 

Step 6: Calculate Interface Pressure for each zone of Second Phase 

Same calculation as in the spatial and temporal pressure control 

Step 7: Calculate Error 

Same calculation as in the spatial pressure control 
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4.4. Simulation Results 

In order to aid the understanding of the control algorithms shown above, the 

simulation example based on the experimental data from Ouma et al. [16] is provided. 

According to this example shown in Figure 4.4, initial upper and lower surfaces are set with 

different pattern densities, at 2500 nm and 1900 nm, respectively. The pattern densities of 

each line in each zone are set based on the MIT mask shown in Figure 4.3. The first 

simulation is run by applying uniform pressure of 5 psi (3.4474e+04 N/m2) across the die to 

polish for 88 seconds. Unlike the first simulation, the other two control algorithms vary 

pressure spatially and/or temporally across the die. These two algorithms enable us to obtain 

the prediction values of the final upper surface, which is an average value of 1714 nm, at 

approximately 88 seconds of polishing time, according to the experimental data. 

Table 4.3 shows the simulation data of the final polished surface, including polishing 

time, upper surface percent error, and standard deviation (Stdev). The following percent 

error equation allows us to evaluate the accuracy of the upper surface prediction from the 

three algorithms explained previously. Stdev presented in Table 4.3 represents standard 

deviation of the upper surface areas or of step heights in each zone. 

^ (/ma/), - )/(^ (o), - )]cl 00. 
(=i 

The objective of this model is to polish the surface using various pattern densities to 

control the uniformity of final upper surface. The simulation results from three different 

regions evidently show that there is a significant improvement in the uniformity of the upper 

surface when pressure across the die is controlled spatially (spatial pressure control). 

Moreover, further improvement of the uniformity of the upper surface is presented when 
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pressure is varied in time besides being controlled spatially (spatial and temporal pressure 

control / look-ahead scheduled pressure control). These similar results are obtained for all 

three regions, including Line 3, 4, and 5. At the end of this chapter, graphs of series of 

surface evolution, applied pressure, and material removal rate of Line 3 are shown in Figures 

4.5 to 4.10. 

3000 

2700 

2400 

X 2100 -

1800 

1500 

— Initial surface 

— Target surface 

PD 0.9 _ _ PDO.i PD 0.6 _ _ PD 0.4 ^ ^ PD 0.2 

" " - Target surface 1714 nm 

-Initial surface of line 3 

12 16 20 
Die Position (mm) 

Figure 4.4. Initial surface profile of line 3 in 5 different zones. 
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Spatial and temporal Look-ahead scheduled I s  
No control Spatial pressure control pressure control pressure control i"1 CD 

8, ^ 
Final Final Final Final Final Final Final Final Final Final Final Final 

C k-J 

Zone Yupper Y lower SH Y<ipper Y/ower SH Yupper Y/ower SH Y 1 upper Ylower SH B Ef ss CD 

(nm) (nm) (nm) (nm) (nm) (nm) (nm) (nm) (nm) (nm) (nm) (nm) a 1" 
£L | 

For Line 3 E-
r—i Û3 

1 1545 1544 1 1714 1714 0 1714 1713 1 1714 1713 1 

2 1613 1601 12 1716 1702 14 1714 1695 19 1714 1696 18 
1 
o 3 1741 1696 45 1720 1672 48 1714 1660 54 1714 1663 51 
1 
o 

4 1828 1773 55 1713 1663 50 1714 1660 54 1714 1663 51 r  
5 1882 1843 39 1686 1664 22 1713 1688 25 1714 1688 26 y 

o 
Time 88 seconds 86.4 seconds 84.9 seconds 86.6 seconds 
%Error - - - 0.94 w/ Max 8 psi 0.03 w/ Max 8 psi ~0 w/ Max 8 psi & 
Stdev 141.8 - 22.9 13.57 - 21.75 0.45 - 23.11 ~0 - 21.67 

1 
For Line 4 o a 

& 
M 1 1682 1651 31 1872 1837 35 1871 1828 43 1870 1826 44 

o a 
& 
M 

2 1789 1736 53 1885 1825 60 1871 1824 47 1871 1821 50 g* 

3 1858 1810 48 1876 1824 52 1871 1826 45 1870 1823 47 B: 
4 1900 1879 21 1841 1828 13 1871 1839 32 1870 1836 34 

a 
Q 

5 1914 1900 14 1817 1817 0 1871 1870 1 1870 1869 1 § 
Time 88 seconds 87.8 seconds 89.3 seconds 87.6 seconds 

i 
%Error - - - 3.28 w/ Max 6.5 psi 0.16 w/ Max 12 psi 0.29 w/Max 12.5 psi ! 
Stdev 95.3 - 16.8 28.37 - 25.39 ~0 - 19.13 0.45 - 20.04 

1 n. o 
9 
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Spatial and temporal Look-ahead scheduled 

No control Spatial pressure control pressure control pressure control 

Final Final Final Final Final Final Final Final Final Final Final Final 

Zone Yupper Ylower SH Yupper Ylower SH Yupper Ylower SH y 1 upper Ylower SH 

(nm) (nm) (nm) (nm) (nm) (nm) (nm) (nm) (nm) (nm) (nm) (nm) 

For Line 5 

1 1545 1544 1 1766 1766 0 1765 1764 1 1765 1764 1 

2 1900 1879 21 1724 1719 5 1765 1749 16 1758 1751 7 

3 1682 1651 31 1775 1745 30 1765 1725 40 1765 1725 40 

4 1858 1810 48 1764 1725 39 1765 1723 42 1765 1722 43 

5 1789 1736 53 1778 1727 51 1765 1709 56 1765 1710 55 

Time 88 seconds 89.2 seconds 88.7 seconds 89.1 seconds 
%Error - - - 1.80 w/ Max 7.5 psi ~0 w/ Max 7.2 psi 0.19 w/ Max 7.2 psi 

Stdev 143.4 - 21.1 21.72 - 21.92 ~0 - 22.09 3.13 - 23.77 
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— Final surface with no control @ 88 sec 
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(d) at final polishing time 

Figure 4.5. Surface evolution of line 3 vs. die position with no control algorithm. 

According to Figure 4.5 (a), the pressure of 5 psi is applied for 20 seconds, resulted in 

non-uniformity of the upper surfaces across the die. In addition, it shows that the upper 

surfaces are polished faster with higher pattern densities; therefore, the lower surface regions 

with low pattern densities remain unpolished. As the surfaces continue polishing, the 

variation of the upper surfaces and the step heights are existed as shown in Figures 4.5 (b) 

and (c). Moreover, the non-uniformity of the upper surfaces of 340 nm is noticeable in 

Figure 4.5 (d). 
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— Final surface with spatial pressure control @ 86,4 sec 
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20 

Figure 4.6. Surface evolution of line 3 vs. die position with spatial pressure control 
algorithm. 

By varying the applied pressure across the die, at polishing time of 20 seconds, non-

uniformity of the upper surfaces occur. It is shown that the variation of the upper surfaces in 

Figure 4.6 (a) is smaller than the variation of those in Figure 4.5 (a). In addition, most of the 

lower regions in Figure 4.6 (a) are still unpolished. 

According to Figure 4.6 (b) and (c), a significant improvement of the upper surface 

variation appears as the polishing process is longer. In this algorithm, the simulation is 
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stopped at a polishing time of 86.4 seconds at the target upper surface of 1714 nm. In 

addition, the variation of the upper surface is approximately 34 nm shown in Figure 4.6 (d). 

In comparison to the uniformity of the previous simulation results, Figure 4.6 (d) illustrates a 

major improvement. 
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— Surface evolutionwith spatial and temporal pressure control 20 sec 

— Target surface 

Die position (mm) 

(a) at polishing time of 20 seconds 

1500 • 
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20 

(b) at polishing time of 40 seconds 
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(c) at polishing time of 60 seconds 

1600 -

- Final surface with spatial and temporal pressure control 84.9 sec 

-Target surface 
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(d) at final polishing time 

20 

Figure 4.7. Surface evolution of line 3 vs. die position with spatial and temporal pressure 
control algorithm. 

Figure 4.7 (a) shows that a low pressure is applied at the beginning of the polishing 

process. After polishing for 20 seconds, the entire lower regions are unpolished while it still 
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generates the non-uniformity in the upper surfaces across the die, as found in earlier 

simulation results. At 40 seconds, the variation in the upper surface heights is found 

concurrently while the lower regions begin the polishing process, shown in Figure 4.7 (b). 

After 40 seconds of polishing time, the spatial pressure control is applied, resulting in better 

uniformity of the upper regions. Finally, the simulation is stopped at the 84.9 seconds, with 

excellent uniformity in the upper surfaces as shown in Figure 4.7 (d). 
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Figure 4.8. Surface evolution of line 3 vs. die position with look-ahead scheduled pressure 
control algorithm. 
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Figure 4.8 shows the similar results to the spatial and temporal pressure control 

simulation. The final surface evolution presents with the outstanding upper region 

uniformity at 86.6 seconds of polishing time. 

In conclusion, the series of graphs in Figures 4.5 to 4.8 show substantial improvement 

in the uniformity of the upper regions between the various control algorithms. Furthermore, 

the applied pressure of each control algorithm and the material removal rate variation in 

upper and lower surfaces for various controls are shown in Figures 4.9 and 4.10, 

respectively. Two-wave feature/die scale model will be discussed in the next chapter. 

The results of surface evolution of Line 4, 5, and 6 are shown in Appendix G. 
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Figure 4.9. Applied pressure of line 3 vs. polishing time in 5 different zones. 
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Figure 4.9. (Continued). 
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Figure 4.10. Material removal rate of line 3 vs. polishing time in 5 different zones. 
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Figure 4.10. (Continued). 
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Figure 4.10. (Continued). 
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Figure 4.10. (Continued). 
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CHAPTER 5. MODEL FOR GENERAL WAFER SURFACE 

This chapter discusses feature / die-scale model for general wafer surface. The two-

wave model is attempted first and then verified based on the model from Fu and Chandra [9]. 

Examples and results of this model will be shown at the end of this chapter. 

In this model, surface obtained from experimental data is imported and converted to a 

standard form of general wafer surface. This standard form is then taken Fast Fourier 

Transform (FFT) to capture dominated frequencies with their amplitudes. A series of sine 

waveforms is formulated based on these frequencies and amplitudes. Lastly, this series of 

sine waveforms is simplified to a series of square waveforms. The schematic of this manner 

is shown in Figure 5.1. 

I wafer surface from 
| experimental data 

I wafer surface in 
| sine-waveform 

| wafer surface in 
| square-waveform 

Take Fast Fourier 
Transform (FFT) 

Convert sine waveform 
to square waveform 

Figure 5.1. The schematic of wafer surface tranformation. 
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5.1. Simplified Representation of General Wafer Surface Profile 

To develop a multi-wave feature / die-scale model, the general wafer surface profile 

is first formulated. The entire wafer surface obtained from the experimental data can be 

expressed as: 

r(x) = Y„+A, 

Where, Y ( )  is an average wafer surface from the experimental data, 

Ax  is the film amplitudes from an average wafer surface (70 ), 

By taking the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), a series of sine waveforms is formulated as 

shown below. 

r(x) = Y0+A{  sin(/jj) + A2  sin(/2x)+ ... + A„ sin(/„x) 

Where, A l,A2,...,An  are the film amplitudes, 

/ l 5 / 2 , a r e  t h e  f r e q u e n c i e s ,  

x is the distance from the center of the wafer, and 

n is the number of waves. 

Moreover, for simplicity, this series of sine waves is represented with a series of square 

waves where the square waveform amplitudes are two-thirds of sine waveform amplitudes. 

5.2. Two-Wave Feature / Die-Scale Model Development 

In this part, the feature / die-scale model is considered to contain only two waves. 

According to Figure 5.2, the entire wafer surface is discretized, where Line 1 represents the 

wafer surface, expressed as a summation of two sinusoids. 
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Y = 70 + Aj sin(/,x) + A2  sin(/2x). 

By simplifying Line 1, the wafer surface is then written in a square waveform, represented by 

Line 2. 

Y - Y0  + (0.67)4 + (0.67)4 

= Y0 + (0.67)4 -(0.67)4 

= Y0 -(0.67)4 + (0.67)4 

= r0 -(o.67)4 -(0.67)4 

,if 0 < x - 2mn: < nf fx  and 

0 < x-2mn < njf2  

,if JI/  fx  < x - 2m7t < 2Kj/j and 

n/ f2  < x - 2m7r < 2n:/ f2  

,if 0 < x-2m7T < njfx  and 

0 < x-2 mn < TV j f2  

, otherwise 

As shown in figure below, wafer surface Y is measured from the same reference plane on the 

wafer. 

I Line 2 I Line 1 

Pad - platen 
interface 

Wafer 

Ref. plane 
on wafer 

Figure 5.2. Pseudo surface profile of two-wave sine and square waveforms. 

Based on the paper of Fu and Chandra [9], major assumptions are: 

• The pad is assumed to deform like an elastic foundation (a set of linear elastic 
springs); 
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• Force redistribution due to pad bending is proportional to step height; 

• Wafer and pad are in contact at any point of the interface; 

• It is a feature scale model accounting for local feature patterns. 

Additional assumptions in this model are: 

• Wafer surface is approximated by Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) and is simplified 

to a series of sine waves and then into a series of square waves. 

• The force redistribution is calculated only on the step height at the particular 

point. 

• This model only considers a two-wave step height. 

Moreover, the notations used in this chapter are shown in Table 5.1. 

Table 5.1. List of variables and notations used in the two-wave model. 

Variable Notation 
i'(<) Current height 

D(<) Step height 

P Interface pressure 

V Relative velocity 

K Preston's constant 

k Pad stiffness 

a ! Linewidth of low frequency 

Pitch of low frequency 

b\ -a\ 

a2 Linewidth of high frequency 

b2  Pitch of high frequency 

c2  b2  — a2  

a Bending factor 

a/b Pattern density 

s Variable in Laplace space 

t Time 
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From Preston's equation (Preston [17]), the material removal rate of four different regions 

can be expressed as: 

^ = K{k[H-(Y-r3v [19] 

Jr~ K.{k\H - (Y - Y2)]}r [20] 
dt 

dY3 

dt 

dt 

= K{k[H ~(Y-YjhV [21] 

= /:{*[»-(y-r4)]}F [22] 

From Fu and Chandra [9], the pad thickness in the highest region at time t is 

Y(t)~ Yx it). At this moment, the deformation of the pad corresponding to its original 

undeformed thickness H is H - {Y -Yx). Thus, the pressure of this deformation should be 

k[H - (Y - Yx )]. The total area in this region with unit thickness (length into the page) is 

(b2 -a2).[(/?, -ax)lb2]. Because the pressure on this region is the same, the total force is 

{k[H -{ï -Y{ )]}.{(62 - a2 ).[(è, - ax )/b2 ]}. Similarly, the total force on the other regions are 

{k\H-(r-y, )]}.{(a2 >[(»,-a,)/62]j, {k[H-(Y-Y, )]}.{(», - a, )(«, /»,)}, and 

)]).{(«,).(«,/6,)}. 

Assuming a constant downforce, the force equilibrium equation can be expressed as: 

H#-(y-#k -«2)-[(6,-«,)/»,]}+ 

{k\H-(Y- y2)]- (flj)- [(&, - a, )/&,]}+ 

{t-[//-(y-y,)] (è2-a2) (a, /»,)}+ [23] 

lk-[H-(Y-Y,)]-(a2y(aJb2)} 

= P-(h, l) 
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Due to pad bending, force redistribution on the wafer surface is presented. Since 

there is waviness on the surface, it causes contact force on the lower region to drop. In order 

to maintain overall force balance between low and high regions, there is a corresponding rise 

in the contact force on the higher region. Modified governing equations, including pad 

bending effect are shown below in equations 24 to 28. 

—1  - K\k[H-(Y-Yx)\ + -— l— + AF2  /{(b2  -a2)-[(bx  -ax)/b2]}>F 
at i bx -ax j 

(#2 
dt 

= K\k[H-(Y-Y , ) \  +  -  AF 2  /{o2 • [(6, -«,)/b , ]}U 
bx  — a, 

dt [ 
K\k[H-(Y-Y i ) ] -— L  + AF 1  / { (& 2  

/  

d Y '  -K \k{H-(Y-Y , ) } - ^ -^ 2 l { a i - [a ,  /  b  j jK  
dt |  

and 

{k-[H -(Y-Yx)\-(b2  -a2)-[(bx  -ax)/b2]+ AFX + af2} + 

{k - [H - (Y - F3  )] • (b2  -a2)-(ax/b2)-AFx  +AF2} + 

= /»•(&,-1) 

[24] 

[25] 

[26] 

[27] 

[28] 

By rewriting equation 28 for Y(t), it can be expressed as: 

r( f)= 
z X Z X Z X Z X z 
c.c. 

Yx  + 
cxa2  axc2  

y3 + 
axa2  

z 

Yx  + 
cxa2  

Y 2 + y3 + 
axa2  

Y4  + H — 
V^1^2 y 1^62 J \ bfil y X k y 

[29] 

Substituting (29) into (24) to (27), the material removal rate equations can be expressed as: 
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dYx  

dt 
= KVK 

C \ C 2  

V "\"2 
Z 
bxb. 

P + 

ClG] 

6162 
^2 + ^1C2 

Z 1 X  

v c iy 
AFx + 

v 12 y 
z Z >  ^  x  

v&A/ b\b 
L 

v 12 y 

V c i c2 y 
AF, 

y 

[30] 

J? 

z x c,c2 

V^A y 
r ,+ 

rcxa2  -bxb :  
x  

bxb2  

Y2  + 
f \  

axc2  

v^Ay 
r3 + 

Z X axa2  

1 
z 

V 1 X 
1 

P + 
V 

AF, - 1 AF2 P + AF, - AF2 
k V < c l ,  ycxa2  y  y 

[31] 

dt 

r \  cxc2  

v^Ay 
Yi + 

cxa2  
Y2 + 

cxxc2  — bxb2  

bxb 
r3 + 

r \ axa2  

P-
vtiv 

AF, + Z A X  

V t i i c2 y 

2 y 
\ 

bxb v "i"2 y 

AF, 

[32] 

dt 

C1C2 
^6,62 y 

X f 
r ,+ 

v^Ay 
Y2 + 

P-
v a i  y 

AF 

a\c2 

v^Ay 
X 

X Z , , X a,a2  -bxb :  
Y,+ 

&1&2 

v a i a2 y 
AF, 

[33] 

From the second assumption, force redistributions due to the pad bending can be expressed 

as: 

Afj  =e(%-%)or *(%-%) 

AF2  = a(Yx  -Y2)or CC(Y3  -Y4) 
[34] 

Where, a is the bending factor and it is zero if there is no pad bending. 

It should be noted that a has no co-relation to pad stiffness k. 

AF, is the force redistribution on the surface profile of amplitude AX, and 

AF2 is the force redistribution on the surface profile of amplitude A2.  
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Substituting (34) into (30) to (33) corresponding to the sixth assumption, the material 

removal rate equations can be expressed as: 

CjC2  — bxb2  

dt 

6 A y 
*ï + 

C \ a 2  

^6,6; y 
Y2 + a\C2 

\bxb2  j 
YT, + 

axa2  

i -(r ,-y,)+fA.l(y ]-r2)  
Ve' VC1C2 J 

P 

k 

dY2  

dt 
= KVk 

r \  

\6^y 
*î + 

c,Û2 — bxb2 

6,6% . 
^2 + 

vc. \C \ a2 J 

\ b A j  

(J',"»':) 

axa2  

v 6,62 y 
YA 

P_ 

k 

dY3  

dt 

/ \ \ c,c 2 

16,6 2 

z 
a 

~T 

C \ a 2  

Vb\b2  j 
^2 + 

f  axc2  -bxb2  
x  

v 6162 
\ 

^3 + 

-^3)+ (^3-^1) 
V fl- \ a \ c2 y 

z x 
axa2  

P 

k 

z x / x Z X C\C 2 7, + 

Cl°2 Y + °1C2 j 
[b.b 2 ) 16,62 J 

dt a 
r 1 1 M

 1 1 ^•(R, 
k V a, a,a2 

raxa2  -b lb2  
x  

6,62 

P_ 

k 

Where, 

c, = { b x - a J  

c2  = (è2  - a2  ) 

Rewriting (35) to (38), they are expressed as: 

dY, 

dt 
1 CUYX + C]272 + C1373 + C1474 + C]5 

0% 
C217, + C2272 +C2373 +C2474 +C 25 
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dY 
+<="32% + C33% + +Q, [41] 

dY 
= c„y, +c*y, +c«y, +c«y, +c„ [42] 

Where, 

Cu — KVk 
cxc2  ~bxb2  a 

^ 6,6, t 
^2+62^ 

V C1C2 y y 
, C,, = 

^6,62 & 
' zh"  
\ C \ C 2  J )  

C„ = 
~ C-i _ „T„ ctxo2  

bxb2  k \^1^2 // 
, C„ = ATP* 

\ &1&2 / 
, C„ = KP& 

A p\ 

v y 

Czi = 
cxc2  a / ? y\ 

V bxb2  k \cia2 y y 
, C%, = cxa2-bxb2  a 

6,62 

a2  + b2  
\\ 

V c \ a2 y y 

C% = KF& , G* = a\C2 

Y 6,6% v 

axa2  a -a , 

^6,62 & yCxCt2  j j 
, C25 - C15, 

C„ = KP& 
cxc2  a / W 

— C, 

bxb2  k \a\ci yy 
,  C,  =KP% 

/ \ cxa2  

Y 6,%2 y 

C„ = 
axc2  -bxb2  a 

^ 6,62 & 

c2  +b2  
\\ 

V aic2 y y 
, C„ =jKTP% 

a,a2  a ' - b .  ̂  

^6^2 & \ a \ C 2  J  J  

' C35 — C,5 5 

C,1 = , C„ = 
CYC2_ 

^6,6, y 

cxa2  a 

bxb2  k 

r - a ^  

\a\a2 y y 

C,, = axc2  a 

bxb2  k 

a2  — b2  
\\ 

V a\a2 j j 
, C4, = 

axa2-bxb2  a 

bxb2  k V°i°2 y y 
, C45 - C]5 

Using a Laplace transform on (39) to (40), we have 
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rf |  - r , (o)=c„î;  +cj2  +c„?i + c,4y1+5i 
S 

sY2  -72(O)- C2xYx  +C22Y2  + C23Y3  + C24Y4  + 
c 25 

- % ( o ) = + c , 2 % ,  + c „ %  +  4 -
c 35 

sr4  -y4(o)-c4lr t  +C42Y2 + C43Y3 +C44Y4 + c 45 

[43] 

[44] 

[45] 

[46] 

According to equations 43 to 46, the unknowns are Y X , Y 2 , Y 3 ,  a n d  Y 4 .  Those four equations 

can be rewritten in matrix form as: 

—+% (0)  
s-Cu -C12 -C,3 -C14 

S 

C25 

5 -C21 s — C22  -C23 -C24 r2 

S 

C25 

5 
-C3] -C32  S ~ C 3 3  - C 3 4  Z C35 

-Qi -C42  -C43 s - C 4 4 _  74. 
5 

C45 

- 5 

+#) 

+ r,(o) 

+r<(o) 

Solving the matrix in equation 47, we have 

5-Cu -C,2 -C13 -C14 

-C21 — C22  ~C23 -C24 

^3 -C31 -C32 s-C33  -C34 

. ~C41 -C42 -C43 J -C44 

-i 
— + 1^(0) 

S 

c"+r2(o) 

c 35 +n(o) 
c. 45 + ̂(0) 

[47] 

[48] 

This inverse Laplace transform can be solved using any powerful mathematic software such 

as the "Mathematica", "Maple" or "Matlab". 
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5.3. Two-Wave Model Verification and Simulation Results 

To verify the two-wave model, it is first compared to Fu and Chandra's single wave 

model. Then, example results of two different initial surface topographies are simulated. 

5.3.1. Comparison two-wave model to Fu and Chandra's (single wave) model 

Table 5.2 shows variables which are taken into consideration in verifying this 

two-wave model. The model is assumed that the surface contains one frequency of a 

square wave, similar to Fu and Chandra's model. Thus, heights of 7/ and Y2 in the two-

wave model are the same as Yupper  in Fu and Chandra's. Similarly, heights of Y3 and Y4 

are equal to Yiower. The illustration of this example is shown in Figure 5.3. 

Table 5.2. List of variables used for comparing two-wave model to Fu's model. 

Two-wave model Fu and Chandra's model 

a/ 50e-06 m a/ 
a 50e-06 

a2  10e-06 m 

bi 100e-06 m bi 
b 100e-06 

62 20e-06 m 

Y, 1650 À 

Y2 1650 À 
Yupper 1650 

Y3 1050 À Y3 

Â 
Y lower 1050 

Y4 1050 Â 

P 21.9 kPa 

V 0.65 m/s 

K 4.683e-13 N/m2 

k 5.213e09 N/m3 

a 1.403e06 N/m2 
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a?. 

JLL. 

kl 
> Y ,  

b] 

Y2\ 

I I 

1 
i 

1 a r Y upper 1 Y upper 

b 

Y'ower 

(a) Two-wave model (b) Fu and Chandra's model 

Figure 5.3. The illustration of the example 5.3.1. 

Table 5.3. The results of two-wave model and Fu and Chandra's model. 

Time Two-Wave model Fu's model 
(sec) y, y2 y3 y4 Step Height Step Height 

0 1.6500E-06 1.6500E-06 1.0500E-06 1.0500E-06 6.0000E-07 6.0000E-07 

10 1.5322E-06 1.5322E-06 1.0344E-06 1.0344E-06 4.9782E-07 4.9782E-07 

20 1.4232E-06 1.4232E-06 1.0102E-06 1.0102E-06 4.1304E-07 4.1304E-07 

30 1.3214E-06 1.3214E-06 9.7866E-07 9.7866E-07 3.4270E-07 3.4270E-07 

40 1.2255E-06 1.2255E-06 9.4118E-07 9.4118E-07 2.8433E-07 2.8433E-07 

50 1.1346E-06 1.1346E-06 8.9873E-07 8.9873E-07 2.3591E-07 2.3591E-07 

60 1.0479E-06 1.0479E-06 8.5216E-07 8.5216E-07 1.9574E-07 1.9574E-07 

70 9.6456E-07 9.6456E-07 8.0216E-07 8.0216E-07 1.6240E-07 1.6240E-07 

80 8.8407E-07 8.8407E-07 7.4933E-07 7.4933E-07 1.3474E-07 1.3474E-07 

90 8.0594E-07 8.0594E-07 6.9414E-07 6.9414E-07 1.1180E-07 1.1180E-07 

100 7.2975E-07 7.2975E-07 6.3700E-07 6.3700E-07 9.2757E-08 9.2757E-08 

110 6.5519E-07 6.5519E-07 5.7823E-07 5.7823E-07 7.6960E-08 7.6960E-08 

120 5.8198E-07 5.8198E-07 5.1812E-07 5.1812E-07 6.3854E-08 6.3854E-08 

Table 5.3 compares the results of both models after applying the variables. This 

result is then used to plot the graphs, shown in Figures 5.4 and 5.5. Figure 5.4 shows the 

graph between the surface height and polishing time, where surface heights are decreased as 

polishing time increases. While the upper surface heights (7/ and Y2) are decreased with 
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faster rate at the beginning of the process, lower surface heights ( Y3 and Y4) are decreased 

slowly. Similarly, upper surface heights (YJ and Y2) are decreased at a slower rate toward the 

end of the process, where lower surface heights (7? and Y4) are decreased faster. 

Furthermore, surface heights in both areas are slightly different by the end of this process. 

As the polishing process continues, slopes of both surface areas will become equal. 

Planarization efficiency will then drop to zero. 

2.0E-06 

I Surface area I 
—j of Y, and Y2 I 

Y1 

Y2 

1.6E-06 r^ 
- e- Y3 

X Y4 

9 1.2E-06 

* " * 
" 

Surface area | 
of Y3 and Y4 I 

T f 
4.0E-07 -

S 

120 100 

Polishing time (sec) 

Figure 5.4. Graph between surface height vs. polishing time of two-wave model and Fu's 
model. 

Figure 5.5 illustrates the relationship between step height and polishing time. It 

illustrates that step height curves in both models are reduced as polishing time increases. In 

addition, step height will reach a limit and cannot reduce indefinitely, called an asymptotic 

function. More importantly, the result from both models appears to be exceptionally similar, 

where the graph shows one curve on top of another. 
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7.0E-07 
Two-wave model 

-•—Fu and Chandra's model 
6.0E-07 

Step Height of | 
both models | 5.0E-07 

^ 4.0E-07 

a. 3.0E-07 

2.0E-07 

1.0E-07 -

120 100 

Polishing time (sec) 

Figure 5.5. Graph between step height vs. polishing time of two-wave model and Fu's model. 

5.3.2. Simulation results of two-wave model 

The simulation of examples 1 and 2 assumed that the wafer surface comprises of 

two frequencies of a square waveform. In example 1, amplitudes of low frequency (A}) 

and high frequency (A2 ) are 300 Â and 50 Â, respectively, and average wafer surface is 

1300 Â. Example 2 is assigned different frequencies and amplitudes to compare with the 

result of the first example. Where, amplitude of low frequency (Ax) is 50 Â, amplitude 

of high frequency (A2) is 200 Â, and average wafer surface is 1400 À. Square waveform 

behavior of these examples illustrates that pattern densities of 0.5 are presented in both 

low and high frequencies, shown in Figure 5.6. The variables used in this simulation are 

shown below in Table 5.4. 
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Table 5.4. List of variables used for simulation results in two-wave model. 

Notation Ex 1 Ex 2 Unit Notation Ex 1 Ex 2 Unit 

P 21.9 kPa V 0.65 m/s 

K 4.683e-13 N/m2 k  5.213e09 N/m3 

a  1.403e06 N/m2 

a i 50 50 nm a 2  10 10 nm 

100 100 nm b 2  20 20 nm 

YI 1650 1650 Â Y2 1550 1250 Â 
Y, 1050 1550 A Y< 950 1150 À 

n_ 

a2  

Y, Y2 

a}  

bi  

(a) in example 1 

YS 

Y, 

a2  

. b? . aj 
Y2 

Y3 Y4 

(b) in example 2 

Figure 5.6. The illustration of the two-wave model. 
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This simulation illustrates wafer surface profiles of the two-wave model, based on 

variables discussed above. In order to solve this model, Mathematica software is used. 

In example 1, wafer surface profiles as function of polishing time, t, are shown in 

equations 49 to 52, and wafer surface profiles in example 2 are expressed in equations 53 

to 56. 

3733891707 •( 

Y / ae*X = 105364428831 + e 2E+U 
+ [49] 

lU 81517873945000000 3125000 
. . 60879-(-131489+14030V5); 

(- 338025971435 + 93678490167^)-r 2£+u 

r2(')™ 

(2£ + 8)-(l31483-14030Vs)2 -(-5 + ̂ 5) 

. . 60879-(l31489+14030V5 

(338025971435 + 93678490167^)-e" 2£+" 13332501-/ 

(2£ + 8)-(l31483 + 14030Vs)2 -(5 + ̂ 5) 2E + 15 

3733891707-t 

105364428831 e~ 2E+U [50] 

~ 81517873945000000 3125000 
. 60879 (-131489+14030 VF); 

•392853380125+ 5389802903 3V5)-e 2g+u ^ 

(2£ + 8)-(l31483-14030V5)2 -(-5 + JS) 

, . 60879-(l31489+14030V5 

392853380125 + 53898029033^5 fe' 2E+U 13332501-f 

(2£ +8)-(l31483 +14030^5)2 -(5 + ̂ 5) 2E + 15 

3733891707 -I 

yfry*i_ 105364428831 e" 2E+U 
[51] 

81517873945000000 3125000 
. 60879-(-131489+14030V? )t 

(42872933035 + 198673250457V5)- e 2E+U 

(2E + 8)-(l31483-14030Vs)2 -(-5 + ̂ 5) 

. . 60879-(l 31489+14030-v/y)f 

(- 42872933035 + 198673250457V?)- e~ 2g+u 13332501-f 

(2E + 8)-(l31483 + 14030Vs)2 (5 + ̂ 5) 2£ + 15 
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3733891707-/ 

105364428831 e' 2E+U Y <t\Ex 1 = lV3jQ44Z8Bjl _ g [52] 
" 81517873945000000 3125000 

. . 60879-(-131489+14030^5 )/ 

(- 46374555255 + 92978165723^5) p 2E+U 

(2£ + 8)-(l31483-14030Vs)2 - ( - 5  + F T )  
+ 

. . 60879-(l31489+14030V5)< 

(46374555255 + 92978165723^5 )• g" 2£+" 13332501-f 

(2£ +8)-(l31483 +14030^5)2 - ( 5  + F T )  2 E  +  1 5  

3733891707•/ 

Y/am = 111689794333 + 26 -g 2g+n 
+ [53] 

81517873945000000 + 2£ + 8 + 

, . 60879 (-131489+14030 V:)/ 
(-1352103885740 + 374713960668V5).g 2E+U 

|  

(2E + 8)-(l31483-14030^5 )2- ( - 5  + F T )  
. . 60879-(l31489+14030-v/5 )/ 

(1352103885740 + 374713960668^5 )-e" 2g+n 13332501-f 

(2£ + 8)-(l31483+ 14030^5 )2 - ( 5  + F T )  2 E  +  1 5  

3733891707 •/ 

y Mg*2 
= 111689794333 + 26 e" 2g+n _ [54] 

81517873945000000 2E + 8 
60879 (-131489+14030 VÎ )l 

(-1571413520500 + 215592116132^5 )• g 25+11 

( 2 E  + 8)-(l31483-14030^5 J - ( - 5  + F T )  
. 60879-(l 31489+14030 V?)/ 

(1571413520500+ 215592116132^5)-g" 2g+n 13332501-f 

(2£' + 8)-(l31483+ 14030V5)2 - ( 5  + F T )  2 E  +  1 5  

3733891707-/ 

y / t \E*2_  111689794333 26-g 2g+" [55] 

' 81517873945000000 2£ + 8 
. 60879 (-131489+14030 VF)/ 

(171491732140+ 794693001828^5)-g 2£+" 

( 2 E  + 8)- (l31483 -14030^5 )2- ( - 5  + F T )  
. . 60879-(l31489+14030 V?)/ 

(-171491732140 + 794693001828^5 )• g" 2g+n 13332501-f 

(2E+ 8).(l31483 +14030^5^ -(5 + ̂ 5) 2 E  +  \ 5  
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3733891707f 

Y ZA&2 = 111689794333 _ 2 6 - E  2 E + N  
+ [56] 

81517873945000000 2 E  +  S  +  

60879-(-131489+14030V5)i 

-185498221020 +371912662892V5)-e 2E+U 
|  

(2£ + 8)-(l31483-14030V5)2 -(-5 + ̂ 5) 

, . 60879 (l314S9+14030 Vâ); 

185498221020 +371912662892^5). e" 2E+U 13332501-f 

(2£ + 8)-(l31483+14030Vs)2 -(5 + V5) 2 E  +  1 5  

The result of surface height of examples 1 is plotted in Figure 5.7. Comparing 7/ 

to Y2 and Y3 to Y4, the surface areas of 7/ and Y3 are polished at a faster rate than Y2 and 

Y4I because of their initial surface heights. The graph also shows that 7/ and Y2 are nearly 

the same height toward the end of the process. This similar result is also presented when 

comparing Y3 to Y4. Moreover, surface heights of 7/ to Y4 will converse as the polishing 

process continues. 

Figure 5.8 illustrates the relationship between step heights and polishing time of 

the two-wave model. According to this graph, step heights of low amplitudes are reduced 

to 50 to 57 nm at a polishing time of 20 seconds, while those of high amplitudes are 

reduced to 415 to 422 nm. At a polishing time of 60 seconds, step heights of low 

amplitudes are reduced to 13 to 18 nm and these of high amplitudes are reduced to 200 to 

205 nm. After 80 seconds of polishing time, step heights of low amplitudes are 

exceptionally small and can be disregarded. 
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Figure 5.7. Graph between surface heights vs. polishing time of two-wave model 
in example 1. 
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Figure 5.8. Graph between step heights vs. polishing time of two-wave model 
in example 1. 

Surface evolution of example 1 is plotted in Figure 5.9, where the surface heights 

are shown at the beginning of the polishing process, and at polishing time of 40, 80 and 
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120 seconds. It shows that step heights of low amplitudes with high frequency are 

reduced and can be overlooked at 80 seconds of polishing time. Step heights of high 

amplitude with low frequency also show sign of improvement after 120 seconds; 

however, the planarization process is still necessary. In addition, step heights with high 

frequency will reach their limitation before step heights with low frequency. Once the 

step heights are at their limits, they cannot be reduced indefinitely. 

1600 -

G 1200 -

« 800 H 

400 

50 100 150 
Die position (micron) 

2000 

ti 1200 

200 0 50 100 150 
Die"position (micron) 

(a) at starting polishing process (b) at polishing time of 40 seconds 

2000 -

1600 -

c1200 • 

400 -

Die position (micron) 

_Cl200 

M 

200 0 50 100 150 
Die position (micron) 

200 

(c) at polishing time of 80 seconds (d) at polishing time of 120 seconds 

Figure 5.9. Surface evolution of two-wave model in example 1. 
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Figure 5.10 shows results of example 2, plotted between surface heights and 

polishing time. The graph shows that the surface heights of 7/ and Y2 are fairly similar 

toward the end the process. Similarly, this result is also presented when comparing 7j to 

Y4. At a polishing time of 120 seconds, heights of 7/ and Y2 are slightly higher than 

heights of Y3 and Y4. Furthermore, as polishing process continues further, surface 

heights of 7/ to Y4 will get closer together. 

Figure 5.11 illustrates the relationship between the step height and polishing time 

of two-wave model. Unlike the results in example 1, step heights with both frequencies 

tend to get exceptionally small toward the end of the polishing process at the same time. 

In addition, step heights with high frequency are smaller than the heights with low 

frequency. 

Surface evolution in example 2 is plotted in Figure 5.12, showing at the initial 

surface, and at 40, 80 and 120 seconds of polishing process. It shows that step heights of 

high amplitude with high frequency are reduced at faster rate compared to step heights of 

low amplitude with low frequency. At 120 seconds of polishing time, step heights are 

improved and surface heights are close together. 

In addition, the feature / die-scale model for general wafer surface profile is 

described in Appendix G. 
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Figure 5.10. Graph between surface heights vs. polishing time of two-wave model in 
example 2. 
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Figure 5.11. Graph between step heights vs. polishing time of two-wave model in 
example 2. 
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Figure 5.12. Surface evolution of two-wave model in example 2. 
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CHAPTER 6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

In both the local and global scales, good wafer planarity is essential for dimensional 

accuracy of the final upper wafer surface. On a global scale, within wafer non-uniformity 

(WIWNU) in material removal rate (MRR) is a critical parameter in determining the quality 

of a wafer planarized by a CMP process. In addition, large variation in global thickness 

across the die has a serious impact on subsequent process steps due to pattern density 

variation across a chip. 

To improve global planarity and wafer yield in a CMP process, this dissertation 

presents three control strategies based on various interface pressure and wafer curvature for 

wafer-scale model. This model can be used as a CMP design tool, where it is assumed a 

uniform pattern density across the entire polish span and a solid-solid contact between wafer 

and pad. The pad is represented as an elastic half space, indented by a rigid wafer. Interface 

pressure and fixtured wafer curvature ( a\ ) can be chosen to increase the wafer yield. 

Furthermore, a genetic algorithm or non-linear programming model shows better wafer yield 

improvement, when compared with the results of the greedy algorithm. 

This dissertation also presents three open loop algorithms using interface pressure as 

the control parameter to control polishing at feature / die-scale. By applying these 

algorithms, uniformity over the pattern dependant non-uniformity wafer surfaces in a die-

scale model is obtained. Although a spatial pressure control algorithm is able to improve 

uniformity across the die, better surface uniformity is presented with spatial and temporal 

pressure control and look-ahead scheduled pressure control algorithms. Due to the difficulty 
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in varying interface pressure every second in spatial and temporal pressure control, look-

ahead scheduled pressure control seems to be the promising algorithm. 

6.1. Discussion for Wafer-Scale Model 

Based on wafer-scale model of removal rate in Fu and Chandra [8], the performance 

of three different control strategies in the greedy algorithm is first evaluated. Then the 

genetic algorithm of curvature control is compared to the stochastic and the greedy 

algorithm. Lastly, the performance of the non-linear programming of load control is 

compared to the greedy algorithm. 

6.1.1. Comparison of Control Strategies with the Greedy Algorithm 

The control schemes in the greedy algorithm are quite sensitive to the value of 

parameter a chosen in the moment function (MOD). To obtain the best wafer yield in 

load control, a values of 0.55, 0.58 and 0.54 are selected for initial low, medium and 

high film curvatures respectively. It means that 54 to 58 percent of the moment function 

is weighted on wafer curvature, resulting in rapid decrement of interface pressure and 

correspondingly, the best wafer yield occurs at a delayed time. Based on simulation 

results in 3.3, a wafer yield of 216 is obtained for an initial low film curvature at a 

polishing time of 369 seconds, and yields of 224 are obtained for initial medium and high 

film curvatures at 387 and 376 seconds, respectively. 

The selection process of a values is different for the curvature control model. 

The parameter a of 0.24 is chosen to obtain the best wafer yield for initial low film 

curvature and a value of 0.34 is selected for initial medium and high film curvatures. 

Similarly, an a value in combined curvature and load control is 0.34 on initial medium 
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and high film curvatures, while an a value of 0.26 is selected for initial low film 

curvature. Moreover, higher wafer yields are found with high initial wafer curvature in 

both control schemes. According to the simulation results, the best yield of 216 occurs at 

108 seconds on initial curvature of -10 x 10"6 m"1, a yield of 224 is found on initial 

curvature of -15 x 10"6 m"1 at 108 seconds, and when initial curvature is -20 x 10"6 m"1 the 

best yield is 240 at 106 seconds. 

By comparing the performance of these three control strategies, the wafer yields 

of curvature control, and combined curvature and load control are slightly better than 

results from load control. It also shows that their processing times are three times faster. 

In addition, the better wafer yields are found in the higher initial film curvature, 

comparing to low initial film curvature. These results are consistent across different 

control strategies. 

6.1.2. Comparison between the Stochastic, the Greedy Algorithm and the Genetic 

Algorithm of Curvature Control Strategy 

Different algorithms in curvature control strategy are compared based on their 

performances. Table 4.1 shows an application of the strategy on a wafer with a nominal 

film thickness of 10000 A. In the greedy algorithm, the best wafer yields of 188, 208 

and 288 are shown for initial film curvature of -5e-6 m"1, -10e-6 m"1 and -15e-6 m"1, 

respectively. Comparing to the stochastic method, wafer yield improves from 188 to 208 

on initial low film curvature, reduced from 188 to 148 on initial very high film curvature, 

and no sign of improvement is presented on initial high film curvature. 
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By comparing the genetic algorithm to the stochastic method and greedy 

algorithm, it presents better results on any initial film curvatures. Wafer yield of the 

genetic algorithm is improved from 188 to 208 for initial low film curvature; however, 

processing time is slightly increased from 135 to 138 seconds, compared to the greedy 

algorithm. For initial high film curvature, the wafer yield improves from 208 to 224. 

Similarly, the processing time is increased by 4 seconds. For initial very high film 

curvature, yield is significantly improved form 188 to 240, while the polishing time is 

barely increased. Moreover, comparing genetic algorithm to stochastic, yields are 

improved in initial film curvature of-10e-6 m"1 and -15e-6 m"1. 

6.1.3. Comparison of the Greedy Algorithm and the Non-Linear Programming 

Model with Load Control Strategy 

Application of load control on a wafer with a nominal film thickness of 10000 

À is presented. For initial very low film curvature, average wafer yield from non-linear 

programming model is improved from 180 to 208, compared to the greedy algorithm; 

however, average processing time is increased from 48 to 63 seconds. For initial low 

film curvature, average yield is also improved from 153 to 177, and average polishing 

time is increased from 54 to 78 seconds. Moreover, average yield of non-linear 

programming model is improved from 125 to 141, and average time is increased from 61 

to 72 seconds. 

In modified non-linear programming model, yield improvements are the same 

as the original results. The advantage of this modified model over the non-linear 
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programming model is the ability to more easily control interface pressure in the CMP 

process. 

6.2. Discussion for Feature / Die-Scale Model 

Based on the step height model from Fu and Chandra [9], an analytical model on one 

type of surface material is compared to the experimental data by Ouma et al [16]. Their 

results show that this model fits fairly well with experimental data. It was also shown that 

variations in pattern density across a die surface are a major cause for global non-planarities. 

Therefore, three control algorithms using interface pressure as a control parameter are 

introduced to improve this circumstance. 

6.2.1. Comparison of Control Algorithms using Interface Pressure as 

Control Parameter 

This comparison concentrates on controlling zonal pressure across the die, using a 

Zonal Process Controller (ZPC). This controller is a pixel-based control to vary local 

pressure at feature / die-scale levels. 

According to Table 6.3, uniformity of the upper surface with different pattern 

densities is improved significantly by applying spatial pressure control algorithm. An 

average error of the final upper surface is 2 percent of the desired target upper surface. 

By gradually varying pressure spatially and temporally, the upper surface uniformity can 

be controlled effectively, where an average error is shown at 0.06 percent. Furthermore, 

to be able to apply the second algorithms to the controller unit, the look-ahead scheduled 

pressure control is derived. In this scheme, zonal pressure is varied with a specified time 

step for a period of time, based on the desired step height and is then varied spatially 
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using the spatial pressure control. It is observed from simulation that the upper surface 

uniformity can also be effectively controlled with an average error of 0.16%. However, 

by varying the zonal pressure both in space and in time, improving the local step height is 

still questionable. 

6.2.2. Model for General Wafer Surface 

To formulate the feature / die-scale model for general wafer surface profiles, a 

simplified representation with two highest amplitudes is first attempted. It is observed 

that this two-wave model fits accurately to Fu's single-wave model. In addition, 

simulation results show that when applying the pressure for a long period of time, the 

step height will eventually reach its limitation and cannot reduce indefinitely. 

Example 1 of a two-wave model in 5.3.2 illustrates that when the amplitude of 

high frequency is lower than the amplitude of low frequency, step heights of high 

frequency are reduced and reach their limitations, while step heights of low frequency are 

improved and planarization process is needed. In opposition, example 2 shows that when 

the amplitude of high frequency is higher than the amplitude of low frequency, step 

heights of both frequencies are exceptionally small toward the end of polishing process 

and finally reach their limitations at the same time. 

6.3. Conclusion 

Control algorithms for yield improvement in CMP are developed using interface 

pressure and fixtured wafer curvature as control parameters. Greedy algorithms, genetic 

algorithms, and optimization models are studied. The greedy algorithm is based on 

minimizing a moment function that incorporates curvature of the film layer on the wafer 
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surface, as well as the final desired oxide layer thickness. At each step of the CMP process, 

the moment function is minimized. The genetic algorithm calculates the best fitness value 

that incorporates the number of good sectors and polishing time. This algorithm is used for a 

series of fixtured wafer curvatures to control the CMP process. Lastly, the optimization 

model is derived, based on minimizing a moment function. Unlike the greedy algorithm, a 

moment function is minimized only at the end of the CMP process. The best wafer yield is 

shown with the optimization model, when comparing the results among these algorithms. 

The feature / die-scale model explains the effects of applied pressure and pattern 

density on material removal rate. It is obvious that the upper surface height can be controlled 

as a function of applied pressure in pattern density variation. In this concept, three control 

strategies are developed and studied. The strategies are included spatial pressure control, 

spatial and temporal pressure control, and look-ahead scheduled pressure control. These 

mechanisms are developed based on modifying the applied pressure across the die over 

different pattern densities, resulting in improvement of the final surface uniformity. The 

simulation results of these three strategies show improvement in the upper surface 

uniformity; however, look-ahead scheduled pressure control seems to be the promising 

algorithm. 

6.4. Future Work 

Although better yield improvement is presented in the non-linear programming 

model, there is one more parameter needed to be considered. It is the weighting term in the 

objective function of the non-linear programming model that can be varied when considering 

yield improvement corresponding to polishing time. 
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The control parameters, interface pressure and fixtured curvature, are required to 

obtain better wafer yield; however, the actual details of implementation of the curvature 

control still needs to be work out. To control curvature, a fixturing device or spatially 

varying load distribution to alter this curvature is needed. 

Finally, the featured / die-scale model control strategies are simulated; the results 

prove that there is a significant improvement in surface uniformity. Therefore, these 

strategies should be applied in the realistic environment, such as on a MIT mask with Zonal 

Process Controller (ZPC) to further improve the model as well as control strategies. 
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APPENDIX A. LEAST SQUARE CURVE FITTING OF DISCRETE POINT 

F(ri)=a0+a2rt2 

a0 is the vertical displacement of the wafer (depth of penetration). 

a2 is the wafer curvature caused by the preexisting wafer bow. 

r. measures the radial distance from the center of the wafer. 

n is the number of discrete points. 
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APPENDIX B. THE FILM CURVATURE OF THE WAFER AT ANY TIME 

Where, a'Q is the vertical displacement of the wafer (depth of penetration to pad). 

a'12 is the film curvature at any time, t. 

r, is the distance measured from the center of the wafer. 

By applying the least square curve fitting of discrete points (refer Appendix A.), we have 
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Where, N is the number of discrete points. 

Z'(r,) = Z"(r,)~ KpKvf, \p,NP(al,a',r, )}. 
j= 1 

[B.l] 

[B.2] 
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NP(aJ
0,a[,r,) = ^a2r' +(ao 2a2a_J^^ referred to equation 3 (normalized distribution 
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Where, E is the pad Young's modulus, and 

v is poisson ratio. 
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Thus, the film curvature of the wafer at any time can be expressed as equation B.l, together 

with equation B.2 and equation B.3. 
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APPENDIX C. EXAMPLE PROGRAM OF NON-LINEAR PROGRAMMING 

USING LINGO SOFTWARE 

! Wafer-Scale Non-Linear Programming Model for Pressure Control; 

model: 

sets: 

point/1 .. 10 /:r, yO; 

time/ 1 .. 61 /:p, a22, MOD; 

pair(time,point) :NP ; 

end sets 

data: 

N= 10; 

alpha = 0.3; 

Kp = 0.00000000112; 

K = 1; 

V = 35; 

E =29700000; 

poisson = 0.3; 

a = 0.1; 

Pmin = 1 ; 

Pmax = 6; 

Pi = 3.14159265359; 

offset = 0.17; 

conv = 6894.76; 

hO = 0.000001; 

hA = 0.0000008; 

a21 =-0.002; 

a220 = -0.00002; 

end data 

(Number of Point; 

! Alpha; 

! Preston Constant; 

! Constant; 

! Velocity (rpm); 

!Pad Modulus (Pa); 

!Pad Poisson Ratio; 

! Wafer Radius (m); 

! Minimum Pressure (psi); 

! Maximum Pressure (psi); 

!Pi Value; 

! Offset Value b/w two centers (m); 

!Pa from 1 psi; 

! Initial Surface at the center (m); 

! Target Surface (m); 

IFixtured Curvature (mA-l); 

! Initial Oxide Curvature (mA-l); 
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Min = @min(time(j): MOD(j)); 

ÎHere is interface pressure control take place; 

@for(time(j): 

@BND(Pmin, p(j), Pmax)); 

IHers is to make the pressure control smooth; 

@for(time(j)|j #LE# 60: 

@ABS((p(j+l)-p(j))/p(j)) <= 0.1); 

! Calculation; 

@for(time(j): 

MOD(j) = @AB S(( 1 -alpha)* (@sum(point(i) : (hO+a22(j )* @sqr(r(i))-

CA*@sum(time(jj)[jj #LE# j:p(jj)))*r(i))-@sum(point(i):hA*r(i)))) -

alpha*a22(j)*@sum(point(i):@pow(r(i),3)); 

a22(j) = (N* (@sum(point(i) : (yO(i)-C A* @sum(time(jj )[jj 

#LE#j:pO'j)*NPO'j,i)))*@sqr(r(i))))-(@sum(point(i):(yO(i)-

C A* @sum(time(j j ) [j j 

#LE#j:p(jj)*NP(jj,i)))))*@sum(point(i):@sqr(r(i))))/(N*@sum(point(i):@p 

ow(r(i),4)-@sqr(@sum(point(i):@sqr(r(i))))); 

@free(MOD); 

@free(a22)); 

@for(pair(j,i): 

NP(j ,i) = ((4*a21* @sqr(r(i)))+(CB * p(j ) * conv))/(CB *p(j) * conv* @sqrt( 1 -

@sqr(r(i)/a)))); 

CA = Kp * K* (2 * Pi/60 * V * (offset+a)) ; 

CB = a*Pi*(l-@sqr(poisson))/E; 
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@for(point(i): 

r(i) = a*(i-l)/N; 

yO(i) = hO+a220* @sqr(r (i))) ; 

end 
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APPENDIX D. GRAPH BETWEEN MODEL PREDICTION AND OUMA'S 

EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
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Figure D.l. Graph between thickness vs. die position of simulation results and experimental 
data (line 3, 4, 5 and 6) with bending factor of 5.0508e6 N/m2. 
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The model predictions and experimental data are then plotted on surface height and 

die position graphs, both in the upper region (a) and lower region (b), shown in Figure D.l. 

The upper solid line in each graph represents the model prediction after polishing the surface 

for 29 seconds, where the model prediction after 88 seconds of polishing time is shown in the 

lower solid line. In comparison to model predictions, the experimental data is shown. 

Graphs of Line 3, 4 and 5 indicate that the model predictions are consistent with the 

experimental data in both upper region and lower region. Unlike Line 3, 4 and 5, the model 

predictions in Line 6 are not corresponding to the experimental data due to the structure of 

characterization mask, where this set of data represents five different pitches with the pattern 

densities of 0.5. This variation in pitch affects material removal rate in both the upper and 

lower regions of the prediction model; however, the effects are not presented in polishing 

rate for experimental data by Ouma [16]. According to Warnock [29], the material removal 

rate is also affected by the size of features (pitches) with the overall average pattern factor 

still remains the same. 
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APPENDIX E. LOOK-AHEAD PROCEDURE 

Procedure Look - ahead{tslep, Pmm, P"ydX ) 

The pressure selection procedure is explained below. And the schematic diagram of this 

procedure is shown in Figure Al. 

• Calculate the step heights {SHPl, SHP2) after the specific time tstep for two interface 

pressures (Pl,P2). 

• Calculate another step height {SHhalf ) after the specific time for interface 

pressure (P] +P2)/2. 

• Compare the step height form step 2 to step 1 and substitute the pressure from step 2 

for the pressure of step 1 to get the new ( -P,, P2 ). 

If < Mf,, then ^ ^)/2 

Otherwise, P2 = (P} +P2)/2. 

• Keep doing step 2 and 3 until P2 -P, < 0.1* Pmm for getting the minimum possible 

step height left (MSH'mn ). 

©  © © ©  
P! max 

min 

0 0© P look-ahead 

Figure E. 1. Pressure selection loop schematic diagram. 
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Procedure Look - ahead(tslep, Pmm, P™3", MSHl  ) 

The pressure selection procedure with specific minimum step height is explained below. 

• Calculate the step heights (SHP],SHP2) after the specific time tslep for two interface 

pressures (P,,P2). 

• Calculate another step height (SHhalf ) after the specific time for interface 

pressure (P, + P2 )/ 2. 

• Compare the step height form step 2 to step 1 and substitute the pressure from step 2 

for the pressure of step 1 to get the new (P,,P2). 

If SHn < MSH, < SHhalf then P, = (P, +P2)/2 

Otherwise, P2 = (P, + P2 )/ 2. 

• Keep doing step 2 and 3 until P2 - P, <0.1* Pmin for getting the specific step height 

Ze/f (MW,). 
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APPENDIX F. FEATURE / DIE-SCALE CONTROL FLOWCHART 

F.l. Spatial Pressure Control : Flowchart 

Does it reach the 
least material 

left? 

No 

Yes 

Stop 

Start 

Store the results 

Calculate Total Material 

Calculate Time needed of each 
zone and hence T, max 

Calculate Interface Pressure 
for each zone 

Calculate Step Height Reduction 
with At = 0.1 sec 

Input all initial variables 
(a, b, Yupper, Yiower) for each zone upper? 
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F.2. Spatial and Temporal Pressure Control : Flowchart 

Does it reach the 
least material 

left? 

No 

Yes 

Stop 

Start 

Store the results 

Calculate Smallest Step Height 

Calculate Max Pressure 
such that Y'= 0 

Calculate Step Height Reduction 
with At = 1 sec 

Calculate Interface Pressure 
for each zone of Phase I 

Input all initial variables 
(a, b, Yupper, Y lower) for each zone upper? 

Calculate Interface Pressure 
for each zone of Phase II using 
Spatial Pressure Control Algo. 
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F.3. Look-ahead Scheduled Pressure Control : Flowchart 

Does it reach the 
least material 

left? 

No 

rYes 

Start 

Stop Store the results 

Calculate Smallest Step Height 

Calculate Step Height Reduction 
With specified time step (tslep ) 

Calculate Max Pressure 
such that Y,' = 0 

Input all initial variables 
(a, b, Yupper, Yi0Wer) for each zone upper? 

Calculate Interface Pressure 
for each zone of Phase II using 
Spatial Pressure Control Algo. 

Calculate Interface Pressure 
for each zone of Phase I 

using Look-ahead procedure 
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APPENDIX G. SIMULATION RESULTS BASED ON 

OUMA'S EXPERIMENTAL DATA 

G.I. Simulation Result of line 4 
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•Target surface 
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I _ 

Initial surface of line 4 <" ' 
Target surface 1872 nm 

8 12 
Die Position (mm) 

16 20 

Figure G.l.l. Initial surface profile of line 4 in 5 different zones. 
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Figure G.I.2. Surface evolution of line 4 vs. die position with no control algorithm. 
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Figure G.I.3. Surface evolution of line 4 vs. die position with spatial pressure control 
algorithm. 
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Figure G.I.4. Surface evolution of line 4 vs. die position with spatial and temporal pressure 
control algorithm. 
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Figure G.I.5. Surface evolution of line 4 vs. die position with look-ahead scheduled pressure 
control algorithm. 
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G.2. Simulation Result of line 5 
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Figure G.2.1. Initial surface profile of line 5 in 5 different zones. 
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Figure G.2.2. Surface evolution of line 5 vs. die position with no control algorithm. 
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Figure G.2.3. Surface evolution of line 5 vs. die position with spatial pressure control 
algorithm. 
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Figure G.2.4. Surface evolution of line 5 vs. die position with spatial and temporal pressure 
control algorithm. 
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Figure G.2.5. Surface evolution of line 5 vs. die position with look-ahead scheduled pressure 
control algorithm. 
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G.3. Simulation Result of line 6 
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Figure G.2.1. Initial surface profile of line 6 in 5 different zones. 
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Figure G.3.2. Surface evolution of line 6 vs. die position with no control algorithm. 
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Figure G.3.3. Surface evolution of line 6 vs. die position with spatial pressure control 
algorithm. 
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Figure G.3.4. Surface evolution of line 6 vs. die position with spatial and temporal pressure 
control algorithm. 
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Figure G.3.5. Surface evolution of line 6 vs. die position with look-ahead scheduled pressure 
control algorithm. 
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APPENDIX H. FEATURE / DIE-SCALE MODEL FOR GENERAL 

WAFER SURFACE 

General Wafer Surface Form 

The entire wafer surface is setup into the series of sine waves by Fast Fourier Transform 

Y = Y0 + A1 sin(/jx) + A2 sin(/2x)+ ... + An sin(/nx) 

Where, Y(l is an average wafer surface from the experimental data, 

A],A2,...,An are the film amplitudes, 

/,, f2,..., fn are the frequencies, 

x is the distance from the center of the wafer, and 

n is the number of waves. 

Moreover, for simplicity, this series of sine waves is represented with a series of square 

waves where square waveform amplitudes are two-thirds of the sine waveform amplitudes. 

From Preston's equation and the force redistribution with the assumptions shown in Chapter 

5, the material removal rate equation can be expressed as: 

(FFT) as: 

[H.l] 

Where, AFt is the force redistribution on the surface profile of amplitude Ai. 

i = I to 2", 

B2 = Base 2 (i), 
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c, ,if B2 = Oxxxx.... 

a, , otherwise 
c\cilb2 ,if B2 = OOxxx.... 

c,a2 jb2 ,if B2 = Olxxx.... 

axc2/b2 ,if B2 - lOxxx.... 

aia2 /^2 , otherwise 

clc2c3/b2b3 ,if B2 = OOOxx.. 

clc2aîlb2bi ,if B2 = OOlxx.. 

c,a2c3/6263 ,if B2 = OlOxx.. 

c,a2a3/è2è3 ,if B2 = Ollxx.. 

a]C2c3/b2b3 ,if B2 = lOOxx.. 

axc2a3/b2b3 ,if B2 = lOlxx.. 

a,a2c3/6263 ,if B2 = llOxx.. 

ala2a3/b2b3 , otherwise 

C\C2-"Cn-\Cn /^2^3 " 
C1C2 ''-Cn-\an /^2^3 

ûf,a2...cin_lcnlb2b3 ...bn 

a}a2...an_j /6263.. 

,if B2 = 000...00 

,if B2 = 000...01 

Jf B2 = 111...10 

, otherwise 
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And also, from the force balance equation, we have 

k • [H - {Y - 7, )]• cici-c"-ic" + a Fx + A F2 +... + AF„_, + AFn\ + 
b2bi...bn 

k • [H - (r - Y2 )] • C l ° 2 +  A F . ; + AF2 +... + AF„_, -AF„ U 
b2b-i..bn 

k  -  [ H  -  { Y -  Y 3 ) ] - C l C 2 " M n - lC" + AF, + AF2 +...- AF„_, + AF„ U [H.2] 
L ^2^3 •'Ai 

. . .  + 

a,a,...a„ 
| A: • [/f - (r - y„ )]•—4^7—V—^ - AF, - AF2 -... - AF„_, - AFn 

6 2 6 3 . ^  

By solving the above equation for Y(t), it can be expressed as: 

r(r) = cxc2...cn_xcn 

bxb2...bn y 

axa2...an_xcn 

bxb2...bn 

\ / 

*1 + 
V ^1 b2 • • >bn j 

Y2 +... + 

r-i + 
a,a2...an_, 

bxb2...bn 

f  r  P )  Yn + H 
I k) 

[H.3] 

Substituting (H.3) into (H.l), the material removal rate equations can be expressed as: 

dt 
= KVk 

cxc2...cn_xcn 

V bxb2..,bn j 

\ f 
*1 + 

cxc2...cn_xan 

6i62...6, 
Y2 + ... + 

v 6,62 -A 

+ 
cixa2...an_xan 

. 6,62..^ y 

y _ - r : -
1 AF/ AF,' 

P + —L + —-+ ... + 
Dx D2 

\ 
Cn Yn Yn 

y 

Dn J 

[H.4] 
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From the second assumption, we have 

/ = 1 to 2"~x 

z  =  H o 2 " ^  2 " - ' + U o 2 "  

AF;=«(y;-y^) 

; = 1,2,5,6,9,10,...,2"-3,2"-2 

/ = 1 to 2" for odd number 

[H.5] 

Where, a is the bending factor and it is zero if there is no pad bending. 

It should be noted that a has no co-relation to pad stiffness k, 

Substituting (H.5) into (H.4) coresponding to the sixth assumption, we have an analytical 

solution as shown below. 

d^ 

dt 
=  q %  + < %  + . . . + c i r . _ ,  +  c ' y .  + c '  

2"+l 
[H.6] 

C [ = K V k { A [ - B l - j C [  

C^ = 
a 

2 t z 

a 

k 
C' 

Where, . 

q. = 
y 

v k y 
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Using the Laplace transform on (H.6), we have 

sr, -i;(o)= c;r, +c;r2 +c '2,r2. + c, 
2"+l [H.7] 

According to equations (H.7), the unknowns are Yts . This equation can be rewritten in 

matrix form as: 

a - c ;  - C j  

- c r  - c r  

-cl 
-C 

2"-l 
2 

2"-l 

- C 2 "  

-cl 

2" 

2" 

C l  
2"+l + f,(0) 
S 

^±l + F2(0) 

cr  
-^±L + F,„(0) 

[H.8] 

Solving the matrix in equation (H.8), we have 

% s — C 

£ -C,2 

„ - C f  

-q 

c 
2" 

-c 

c1 
2"-l 
2 

2"-l 

•c;„ 
•C2

2„ 

-1 
c 

2"+l 

c 

+ rl(o) 

^ + f2(O) 

c 
2" 

2"+l + K.(0) 

[H.9] 

This inverse Laplace transform can be solved using any powerful mathematic software. 
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